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CHAPTER I 

WHY REVELATION AND COMMUNISM ARE COMBINED IN THIS STUDY 

The Book of Revelation has much comfort for the Chris- 

tian. Its chief burden is the message of the final success 

of the resurrected and ascended Christ over all evil. Yet 

before this final outcome, much suffering is to be experi- 

enced by Christians. According to St. John, the writer of 

this book, power, false doctrine, and lust are all pitted 

against the Christian to rob him of salvation. This paper 

will stress how the firste-power, with some mention of false 

doctrine, is working against the church of Jesus Christ on 

earth. It will be shown that the Book of Revelation not 

only teaches that the Church will be persecuted, but that 

at present one organized group, the Communist Party, more 

than any other, fulfills the prophecy of Revelation thirteen, 

and is the modern Christian's greatest material enemy. 

Revelation is intensely interesting, but at times ex- 

tremely difficult. A careful study of Revelation will show 

that the fundamental conflict set forth in this book between 

Christ and the devil, between believers and infidels, has 

found its culmination today in Communism. A study of Com= 

munism is important to understand the world in which we lives 

The thesis will show that Communism is the most vicious 

and destructive power against the Church today. This paper 

will not, however, enter into a detailed discussion of the 

 



economic proposals and principles of Marx, Engels, or Lenin, 

but shall restrict itself to the spiritual field, as St. Paul 

Said, "For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against | 

principalities, against powérs, against the rulers of the 

darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high 

places." (Ephe 6:12) This paper does not attempt to be a 

commentary on the whole of Revelation. It will concern it- 

self with those passages which are pertinent to our subject. 

After presenting the prophecies of Revelation and showing 

Communism’s teachings end methods, its present day control 

over a third of the human race, it will be necessary to sug- 

gest some plan of action for the church, and how Christians 

may continue to be a salt and light of the world, and be 

grateful to the "Lamb" who "wast slain, and hast redeemed us 

to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and tongue, and 

people and natione" (Reve 589) 

Hany have written on the Book of Revelation and counte 

less authors have thoroughly studied the teachings and prac= 

tices of the Communist Party, but the relation between com 

munism and the prophecies contained in the Book of Revelation 

has not yet received the attention it deserves. Both subjects Be 

ara important for every pastor, and the aim of this paper is _ 

   

  

     

   
   

ical events of our age in the light of Revelations 

Numerous commentaries on the Book of Revelation and the 
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provided the source material for this study. A detailed 

Bibliography will be appended at the end. ; , 

In this study of Revelation, it will be found that God 

has informed His people that powerful forces are constantly 

working against the Churche Another fact which willbe 

  

proved is that Commmism is the most formidable of modern- 

day foas and hence a modern-day form of the first. beast of 

Revelation thirteen. Communism, however, is not invincible. 

"With God a11 things are possible." (Luke 1837) "The gates 

of hell," even the might of Communist minions, "shall not 
prevail against ite" (Matt. 16318) This paper will show 

ways of combating Communism. Christians are to use these 

ways with humble and penitent prayer to God in Jesus* name 

for success. And while Christians pray, they are to contin- 

ue to be blessings to the world materially and spiritually, 

but especially to those who this day are suffering under ‘ 

the shadow of the hammer and the sickle. 
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CHAPTER IT 

WHAT DOES REVELATION PREDICT? 

This paper has not been written from the point of view 

which sees each modern nation reflected in certain passages 

of Holy Writ, foretelling its rise or fall. We believe the 

Bible speaks to all mon, regarding their sin and their Sav- 

ior. However in the study of Revelation there are pertinent 

pasSages which suggest that persecution will come to Chris= 

tlans. Wa believe Communism at the present time is that 

power which is the greatest menace to the Church of Jesus 

Christ. This is not explicitly mentioned in the text, but 

| on the basis of the passages and Christian insight, this is 

evidente 

While the number of commentaries on the entire book of 

Revelation or portions of it is surely legion,~ yet the 

methods of interpretation fall into a number of categories. 

For some, Revelation reveals those things from the days of 

John to the fall of the Roman Empire. For others the Bool 

of Revelation contains history from the birth of Jesus to the 

end of the world, al2 given 4n chronological order. Some re=- 
gard everything excluding the first three chapters as refe 

ba ae 

to the distant future. A similar view presents even. the 
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2 
Our view 

of Scripture is reflected in the commentaries of Lenski, 

C. He Ldttle3 and william Hendriksen.’ It can be called a 
version of the symbolical view, which applies the lessons of 

each vision to the church of all ages and its struggle, with 

three chapters as applying to the extreme futures 

nearly all visions revealing portions of the end of the 

world. The last vision especially dwells on the glorious 

view of the life which is to come. 

The general burden of the book of Revelation is excele 

lently stated by Dre Je Te Mueller in his commentary of this 

Same books "Ths exalted Christ triumphantly rules and pro- 

tects His church to His praise in its many and severe 

afflictions, leading it to final glorye"? 

What passages of Revelation suggest that persecution 

will come to the Christians? In the very first chapter, John 

the Apostle tells of his ow suffering and exile, saying, "I 

John, who also am your brother, and companion in tribulation, 

and in the kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, was in 

2 7 8 ‘ Ro Co He Lenski interarsiation agin s Revelation 
(Columbus, Ohio: The’ artburg Press, 5: 9 Pe eC coe 

3 < = ig 

C. He Little of the 
(Sto Louis: donsodte peeeehios Roane Beet Pe V 

hy. : 
William Hendricksen (Grand Rapids, oa 

Michigans: Baker Book House Bes, Shan Sonaperors i PA 

>John Theodore Mueller, "St. John's Revelations® 
Graduate Course, Concordia Theological Seminary, Ste Louis, 
Hoe yl 

Fel es ial 
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the isle that is called Patmos, for the word of God and for 

the testimony of Jesus Christe" (Reve 189) 

Then in the second chapter of Revelation, verse ten, 

we learn concerning the church in Smyrna of Asia Minor that 

persecutions will be experienced there but that they should 

not fear, and instead be faithful though death comes, for 

after. that--the victory of eternal life. "Fear none of those 

things which thou shalt suffers behold, the devil shall cast 

Some of you into prison, that ye may be trieds and ye shall 

have tribulation ten days: be thou faithful unto death, and 

I will give thee a crown of life." Of the church at Pergamos, 

the northernmost city of the seven involved, we learn that 

persecutions had already started by the time John received 

his revelation from Jesus Christ. Antipas, a possible spir= 

itual leader and pastor had been slaine Verse thirteen states: 

"I know thy works, and where thou dwellest, even where Satan's 

seat iss and thou holdest fast my name, and hast not denied 

my faith, even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful 

martyr, who was slain among you, where Satan dwelleth."” 

From these passages we have Biblical proof that in the early 

church, persecution was experienced. Since this message to 

the Seven Churehes is a message to the church down through ~ 

the ages, we know there will be persecutions for the Oem ‘ 

also in our daye 
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Symbolizing the Gospel and Christ, brings the sword. This is tae 

a reminder of the words of our Lord, "I came not to send 

n
*
 

peace, bus a sword." (Hatt. 10334) In verses five and six ii 

of Revelation chapter six we see the black horse, revealing ae 

that persecution will not merely be restricted to political 4 

oppression, but that sconomic measures will be taken against 

the Church. It will take great ingenuity on the part of the 

Christian to provide for his family. This vision of the 

second and third seal we apply to the Church of all tines. 

Our conclusion is that there will be wars against countries 

in which Christians reside, and that the military power will 

be used against the Church. Besides, economic measures will 

make it always difficult for those who desire to serve Christ ie 

first to live in this world. f 

In verse nine of Revelation chapter six, note that when 

the fifth seal is opened, the souls of the Christians are 

with the Lord. They have been slain because they loved 

God's Word more than the decrees and creeds of men. In spite 

of the threats of death; Christians love the Lord. For this 

loyalty to Christ they will be killed. Verse eleven teaches 

us that there will be continual persecutions "that they 

should rest yet for a little season, until their fellow 

servants also and their brethren, that they should be killed 

as they were, should be fulfilled." r 

But one of the clearest presentations in the book of —
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twelfth chaptor. Herve the church (verse one) is about to 

see the entrance of Jesus Christ into the world. (verse 

two) ‘The "great red dragon," whom we identify as the devil 

(Rev. 20:2) is not far awaye He is ready to destroy Him as 

verse four teachess "Io devour her child as soon as it was 

borne" How well we ‘mow that at Christ's birth, Herod's men 

were sent to Bethlehem to kill all the male children fron 

two years and under. In spite of the persecution against Him, 

Christ was able to carry out His mission of preaching the 

Gospel and redeeming markind and then ascended to His Father 

in heaven. "Her child was caught up unto God, and to his 

throne." {verse 5) But persecution by the devil did not 

stop. After Christ's ascension, the conflict continues on 

earth between Chtist's church and the devil. Ce He Little 

in his commentary on Revelation writes regarding this vision 

that it "pictorially describes « » e the efforts of Satan 

directed against Jesus Christ and His Church throughout the 

entire New Testament dispensation. uo 

We are particularly interested in chapter thirteen where 

the beast with the seven heads and the ten horns with crowns 

on his horns appears, Since the name of blasphemy is upon 

his heads we know He is against Christ and His Church. In 

verse two we learn that the "dragon," the devil, "gave his Pe’ ; 

power, and his seat, and great authority" to the beast. In 

  

Grattle, ops Cites ps 119. , pins 

  
. thaktPus.
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other words, the devil now persacutes through the beast. 

“hile tha beast was wounded in one of its heads (verse three) 

  

possibly by the death and resurrection and ascension of Christ 

into heaven, yet the beast recovered. Men are again impressed 

by anti-Christian power. ‘Who is like unto the beast? who is 

able to make war with him?" they exclaim in verse four. And 

this beast will continue "forty and tuo months"--the same 

tims is inéiecated in the phrase "a thousand two hundred and. 

three=score dayse" (Reve 12:6) These two phrases are identi- 

cal with the time in which the Church will be persecuted, and 

the time suggested in the expression "time and times end 

half time" (Reve 12:14) in. which God shall protect the church 

and not permit the gates of hell to vanquish the church. The 

beast Gemonstrates his anti-Christian spirit by blaspheming 

God and His name and His tabernacle and them that dwell in 

heaven. (verse six) He shall also be given “to make war with 

the saints, and to overcome thems" (Rev. 1337) Christians will 

die under his hand. The influence of the beast will extend 

over the whole earth, "over all kindreds, and tongues, and 

nations." (Reve 1337) Not only will the beast control na-= 

tions and people; they in turn will worship the mighty power 

they behold. "And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship ol 

him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the = 

Lamb slain from the foundation of the world." (Rev. 1318) 

The question now arises, what is the meaning of all 

The answer seems to be that this symbolizes the abuse of ] 

by mankind against the church through the agese He repi 
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anti-Christian power, whether military, political or econom- 

ics it is power in any area of life in which unbelievers 

control it for their om interest and in opposition to the 

Church of Jesus Christ. And behind this abusive, blasphee 

mous povier is the devil, the ancient foe of God. When God 

created our first parents, the devil was present to destroy 

  

and ruin God's viorke But God saved the day with the promise 

of a Deliverer and Redeemer. As the devil saw the first 

family prosper and increase in children, he put it into the 

heart of Gain to kill Abel. But God blessed the first couple 

with a third son, Seth, who carried the promise and hope of 

the liessiah. Later the descendants of Seth were tempted to 

marry unbelievers and Satan thought again he had ended the 

work of God in mane But of that generation Noah and his 

family worshipped God and kept the Messianic faith. And so 

one could proceed throughout each era and age showing what ; 

means the "aragon" used to try to destroy God's people, but 

always in some way God protected His people. Finally when 

the very Son of God is born, the devil's scheme is foiled, i 

ané Christ becomes Victor over death and the graves. i: 

Nations used by the devil to destroy the church can be ‘i 

seen from Biblical historye Egyptian forces first afflicted * 
the people with burdens of work, then planned to destroy | 

nation of the Jews by what might be called “birth control’ 
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multitude of God's children as they made their mass exodus ! 

through the Red Sea. But the devil 's plan is confounded by 

the overruling hand of God. Again, other nations are used 

in the wilderness wanderings to efflict the people. In 

coming to the Promised Land, the devil puts up a fight to 

hinder God's people from their promised inheritance. Later 

the Philistines afflict them. The Babylonians, then the 

Assyrians, as well as the Persians and the Medes are used to 

destroy God's people. In later history, the Greeks and Ro= 

mans wield the persecuting power of Satan. From Christ's 

day onward the use of governmental power against the church 

is seen by the persecutions of the Roman Empire, then by the 

apostate church of Rome, and by the Mohammedan hordes, At 

the present day of history what best fits the description of 

the first beast? 

There is only one organization, the Communist Party, 

which best fits the figure. of the first beast of Revelation 

todays One could have named Russia, but this would have min- 

imized the enemy. While the center of the Communist Party 

still remains in Russia, it is the Communist Party, the New 

Class, which operates with some twenty-four million members 

in more than sixty countries, controlling governments of one= — 

    

   

    
   

{ af: 5 

third of the population and one-fourth of the area of the 

worlds” gs 

Are me alone in pointing out that the Communist Party — 

  

7Special Subcommittee on Security Affairs, Str 
the International Communist Movement, October 15,. 
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1953). 
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is the greatest enomy of the church today? W. Hendriksen in 

his commentary says, 

    
The sea=born beast symbolizes the persecuting power of 
Satan embodied in all the nations and governments of 
the world throughout all history . . e World dominion 
directed against God's people wherever gnd whenever it 
appears in historys that the beaste 

in another section of the book he says, 

Ry way of illustration, think of conditions in Russia 
at the present times to be sure, there are sincere 
believers in Russia, but where is the powerful, offi- 
cial, unhindered, and public proclamation and aise 
Semination of the Gospel? And is not this condition 
spreading to other countries?9 

While the second report from the Commission on Comnu- 

nism appointed by the General Assembly of the Church of Scote 

land, given in 1952 did not specifically connect Communism 

as the first beast, yet its description of Communism fits 

| perfectly.e 

This fanatical atheistic religion has incarnated itself 
| in a vast structure of power. It can therefore propa- 

gate itself not only by means of its appeal to men but 
also by means of force and of the prestige which the 
possession of force always carries with it.20 

In our own circles of the Missouri Synod, in commenting ; 

on the book of Revelation, the sainted Professor Ge Stceck= 

hardt says in his notes as recorded by Professor Frederick 

S. Wenger of the Springfield Seminary, 

  

  

  
    

  

Syendricksen, Qe Cities Pe 1760 i 

"hte, Pe 1576 Sie aang 

10phe General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. The 
: sm (New Yorks Philosophical Library, 
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What is prophecied here is a bloody persecution of the 
Church, end the world's history has an abundance of 
such persecutions to record. Cpe, the first centuries, 
and later the papacy hes done qyen worse. Think also 
of Russia in the last decades! 

  

Here is a proper place to quote othars who look upon 

Communism as the greatest menace of our times. While these 

men may not lock upon Communism as a fulfillment of Revela- 

tion, they nevertheless testify that the insidious influence 

of the Communist Party is pitted against the Church. Com-= 

nunism's anti-Christian power, we believe, is symbolically 

represented by the beast of Revelation 13:1l-d. 

Quoting first from Christian sources, we hear the Church 

of Scotland reporting, 

It is probably the gravest political problem it (the 
Church) has ever had to deal with, and for the church 
Fiat ape Gets felt ei would be the-rise of Islam 

From this same report nota.the following which points 

to the essential hetred of Communism for Christianity. "It 

is not accidental but essential that it (Communism) should 

try to destroy Christianity and the Chureh,.""23 

Dr. Fred C. Schwarz, head of the Christian Anti-Communisnm ~ 

Crusade, who has held recent "schools" instructing Americans 
E te 

  

llgeorge Stoeckhardt, "Lectures on Revelation," taken - 
down by Fe 8. Wenger, Concordia Theological Seminary, St. iG 
Louis, 1898, Pe 21. 

tha. = 
4 

12general Assembly of the Church of Scotland, ops Site, 
Be Bre 

131pid., Pe 506 
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on the dangers of Cormunism stated before the Texas legisia- 

ture in 1959s "The fundsmental doctrine of Marxism-Leninism 

is that Russie and America are at war » » » » We are living 

in an ere of great danger, of vast perils an era when the 

very future of our children is desrerately menaced, nt 

From Goncordia Seninary, St. Louis comes the clarion 

call as spoken by Drs Alfred MH, Rehwinkel. 

Communism is therefore anti-religious, Sheren Stonaene 
the sworn onemy of everything that the Church stands fog. 
Communism is to Christianity what Bolial is to Christ. 

Writing for “The Livtheran Chaplain," Dr. Martin Hs 

Scharlemann emphasizes the serious struggle that now is 

raging in this worlds He says, 

For let no man mistake the present issues the conflict 
between Communism and the Church is a struggle between 
two absolut2s.e On the one hand is the God«lian, the 
head of the Churchs on the other is the Man=00d, the 
personification and master of the sinister forces of 
dialectical materialisms Both the Chureh and Communism 
are ecumenical movements. Both think of themselves as 
having a world-wide mission. They are in mop fal 
conflict with each other all over the world. 

  

Dro Arthur Voobus of Chicago Imtheran Theological Sem= 

inary, Maywood, Illinois, who himself experienced persecution 

  

lipred Cy Schwarz, "Disease of Communism," Address to. Se 
Texas legislature (Mareh 255 1959) Pe 3e 

15aifred Me Rehwinkel, ghunch (ste : 
Louis: Concordia Publishing Ouse, ony he Pe 

lyertin H. Scharlemann, “The Threat of Comuniem a Cea Zi 

7 

(1950), Peo le Church," The 
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from the hands of Commmists while in Estonia, says regard- 

ing this evil, 

The moss fateful times in human history have arrived. 
These are times when the American people are being 
called upon to make decisions more serious and impor. 
tant than any others in the history of the nation. 
This essay wants to strengthen the battlements which 
Christians are called pon to guard in a world struggle 
with the mortal enemyet 

Not only those in the Christian Church as servants of 

the Church, but men in government today sse the very present 

magnitude of the Communist dangers J» Edgar Hoover, head of 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation says, "Communism is the 

Major menace of our time, Today 1t threatens the very exist- 

ence of our Western civilization.s"18 Hoover concludes with 

No greater challenge has ever faced the Christian 
chureh, Communism has caused the deaths of millions of 
people. Nr enemy in all these 2,000 years has held such 
a deadly challenge to the Christian pulpite!9 

The Comittee on Un-American Activities, headed by 

Representative Francis Ee Walter of Pennsylvania, has called 

Communism "the most monstrous conspiracy against humanity in 

all recorded history ."=° 

  

1? apthur VYoobus qenace Chace 4 
and our Christian Resreneteiiiee Ole orks Bese 1987); Pe tee 

18 Jo Edgar Hoover s of Deceit (New Yorks Henry 
Holt and Cos, 1958), De is 7 

193, Edgar Hoover, "Communist Propaganda and the Chrise 
tian Pulpit, ! Christianity Today, V (October 2+, 1960). ie 

5 2 House Committee on Un-American Activities, : | 
ousogul on on Chunches in ching and ‘- 

Was ons Ue Se Gove nied ice, 1959)5 Pe Yeo nee     
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Senator Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin said in a news= 

letter of June 25, 1959, “Today our Country--and the Free 

World--are engaged in a life and death struggle with 

Communism. "@2 

This ought to be sufficient to prove that in the Church 

and outside of the Church men realize that Communism is the 

major menace of our times. Realizing that Revelation proph= 

esies that as long as this world stands anti-Christian % 

power will be working against the Church, one is justified MS 

in saying: The Commmist Party is at present the chief a 

nenifestation of the beast of Revelation chapter thirteen. 

It will now be shown that Communism is the most deadly 

enemy of the Christian Church today by what it teaches, 

especially in regard to religion, and how it carries out 

its sinister schemesSe 

  

: “alexander Wiley, Weekly Newsletter (June 25, 1959), 
Pe te
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CHAPTER IIL 

WHAT DORS COMMUNISM TEACH AND PRACTICE? 

What is Communism? 

  

"Communists are spending three and one-half billion dol- 

lars annually for literature propagating Communism, This is 

about S40 to every $1 the United States is putting into lit- 
  

eraturs to reach the minds of the world's uncommitted peo- 

ple," If one were to believe this propaganda, this thesis 

should read: "Communism, the Greatest Friend of the Christian." 

Communism's pretense to "goodness" is evidenced by its 

Slogans. “Christendom is right in doctrine, but Marxism in 

practice."@ In his book "Masters of Deceit" J. Edgar Hoover 

tells how such terms as "Kingdom of God on earth," "freedom," 

"justice," "equality," and "better world" are used by the 

Communists to appeal to the unsuspectinge True, Such words 

do have appeal to all of us. And what of Soviet Premier 

Khrushehev's statement made in a televised speech from San” 

Jose, California that the Communists were building a most. - 

sacred" new societye 

We want to build a society of completé equality as = 
preached by Christ. If you will look into our aspire~ vd 

     
  

larthur 0, Kaul, "Communism," “Morlanide Enenlitt,_ 
II (ocho aere 1959), De 3e ee 

2arthur Voobus Sonmunden-¢ 2h ri 
(Maywood, Illes Seminary 0° ry so
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tions you will see that we have taken gany of Christ's 
precepts-=such as "Love thy neighbor." 

But it is necessary to dig deeper to find out what Com- 

munism teaches in order to see that here is an enemy which is 

andaaa clever, yet utterly destructive. 

Before taking a look at the program advocated by Marx, 

three suppositions which underlie Communism must be under- 

stood. The first supposition is dialectic materialisn. 

This is fundamental. This term seems almost sacred to the 

  

Marxists. Its. meaning is not difficult. It means no more     

    

   
     
    

     
   

    
   
  

than “a msterialism which the Biarxians believe they can sup=- 

port by logics"? Whittaker Chambers experienced the full 

impact of this philosophical thought. Let him explain. 

It is a vision of materialism. 

It is an intensely practical vision. The tools to turn 
it into reality are at hand-=science and technology, 
whose traditional method (is) the rigorous exclusion of 
all supernatural factors in solving problems e« « e »« 

It nas posed in practical form the most revolutionary 
question in history: God or Man? it has taken the 
logical next step which three hundred years of ration- 
alism hesitated to take, and said what millions of mod- 
ern minds think, but do not dare or care to says “If "i 
men's mind is the decisive force in the world, what need. i 
is there for God? Henceforth man's mind is man's fate."° — 

  

3Jack Ve Fox, "Nik Heads for a Tour of Iowa's Corn Belt," 
Sheboygan Press (September 21, 1959), De le 

‘paul %. Bretcher, "The Communist Manifesto," Zhe epic 
Cressat (November, 1947), pp. 10-15. 
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Lest the impression be given that Chambers still imbibes 

at this foul fountain, he shows that he has forsaken such 

materialism when he says3 

tee ale whiavozed in the days of the, dfeacten eaiaet™ 

Beran anasto Se De te beoat af tetiac ve fost of 
mank:nd sneer pe Conmunist vision is the vision of 

Is Communism founded on atheism or is it a mere 

appendage to help carry out the program? In an article in 

"Christianity Today," David Ve Benson, who first brings a 

definition of "atheism" from the Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 

adds: “This definition » e - reveals the basic philosophical 

assumptions of communism," Yet later in the article he sayss 

"Wa have yet to be convinced that atheism is the basis of 

communisn, as they claim, and not one of its many rational- 

izations ."® But to the leaders of Communism, atheism is a 

fundamental part of Communism, yes, a basis for it. Lenin 

Says: “Atheism is a natural and inseparable part of Marxisms 

Marxism cannot be conceived without atheisme We would add 

here that atheism without Marxism is incomplete and 

ineonsistente 9 

  

ide, De 9o 
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atheism is basic to Communism, saying: “Communism is athe= 

istic because its basic ideology is atheistic . « no 

Whittaker Chambers hits it on the head by quoting Dostoevsky.” 

20 

And Verne Paul Kaub, an anti-Communist, confirms that 

"Zhe problem of Communism is not an economic problem. The 

problem of Communism is the problem of atheism." = 

It is apparent then that Comminism is a tremendous foe 

of the Christian Church because of the very atheism upon 

which it is founded. 

The second principle of Marxism is economic determinism, 

or historical materialism. This again seems to be something 

complicated and mysterious, beyond the comprehension of the 

common man. Yet what they mean to say is stated by Harold J. 

Ockenga, a Reformed minister from Boston, Massachusetts. 

"The economic condition determines what @ man thinks, does, 

and is ot This principle can be paraphrased: Money not 

only talks, but controls and governs thinkinge This 

obviously deletes the influence of anything higher in the 

mind of man then the condition of his stomach, whether full, { 

partially filled, or emptye It is true to an extent as 

Holy Writ testifies, that natural man may make an idol of his 

abdomen, "Whose god is their belly, whose glory is in their 

shame, who mind earthly things." (Phile 3219).« 

‘*verne Paul Kaub, Gollectivien Challenges 
(Winona Lake, Indianas gent and e Press, 

1onambers, OPe Cites Pe 712. 

12kaub, Ode Cites, Pe ixe 
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However, such thought debases man to the status of an 

aninal. Even without the help of Scripture, one must de- 

fend even natural man with the compliment that many a man 

searches for more in life than food. If one accepts the 

Harxist principle of economic determinism, that person is 

denying the power of the Holy Spirit as He works through the 

law of God and the Gospel of our Savior. Hence, there is in 

the second supposition additional proof that the Christian 

Ghurch is dealing with a true enemy when confronted with 

Communism and its humanistic philosophye 

The third underlying thought of Marxism is the class 

struggle. This is sometimes set forth in the three words: 

thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. Karl Marx in reading 

Hegelian philosophy applied what the philosopher said of 

metaphysics to actual life occurences. While Hegel argued 

thet when one person had a thought, there would be another 

person with a near opposite, and the resolving result would 

be a compromise or synthesis. Marx taught that the various 

classes of men are constantly. struggling, and new classes are ; 

developing who oppose the existing ones. Finally, the class | 

struggle must lead to a new class, a perfect society where se pitial 

all are equal, where there is perfect plenty, and where man ) 

is delivered from present ills and evils.=> This delusion ts     

     

  

what apparently attracts many people to the cause of c 
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This dream is the apex of appeal. Lowry describes it thus: 

There is, therefore, meaning to the world. History is 
not a vast issue of irregular and uncoordinated acci- 
dents, It has an end. It is going somewhere. It is 
possible for man to know scientifically this end, 
which is perfect Communism via bloody revolution and 
temporary dictatorship, and, if he wills to do so, to 
climb on this bandwagon of historye To do so is bo 
affirm lifes; to reject the new Gospel is to perish in 
the: embrace of an order that is dyings 

That this third principle, the class struggle ending 

in the ideal, 1s the greatest appeal, hear a former Communists 

Nor do Marxist dialectics or Marxian economic theories 
have much to do with the reason why men become and re= 
main Comnunistse I have met few Communists who were 
nore than fiddlers with the dialectic . . e e I have 
met few Communists whom I thought kmew more than the 
bare rudiments of Marxian economics or cared to. But 
I have never known a Communist who was not acutely a= 
ware of the crises of history whose solution he found 
in Compunisnts practical program, its vision and its 
failtho+) 

To the question, why do men join the Communist Party, 

this simple answer, though there is some truth in it, is not 

satisfactory: "Communism is an evil which is embraced only 

by fools and idealists not under the actual heel of such 

rule .n46 Rather, Communism is accepted because men, who have 

forsaken God and His Word, are searching for an answer to — 

war, injustice, inequality and poverty. Chambers surely is 

not speaking as a fool nor as an impractical idealist when 

he lays bare his heart as to why he accepted Communism: 
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It demanded of me those things which have always 
stirred what is best in men--courage, poverty, self= 
Sacrifice, discipline, intelligence, my life, and, if 
need, my deathel 

However, the thing utterly wrong with the third supposition 

is that it cannot be proved! This principle cannot "in any 

sclentific sense, be proved~-least of all the projection 

into the future o « e ones 

This fact is brought out in the novel by Boris Pasternak 

&s he as Dr. Zhivago sayss 

Marxism a selence? Well, it#és taking a risk to say the 
least, to argue about that with a man one hardly !mows. 
Hovever-eliarxism is too uncertain of its ground to be a 
selence. Seiences are more balanced, more objective. 
I don't know a movement more sete cet ene and further 
removed from the facts than Marxismoe 

While the class struggle principle is their greatest appeal, 

it also leaves room for the greatest doubt to those who are 

in the Communist campe 

Christians leave the future in God's handse They prom- 

ise no utopia upon earth. "We, according to His premise, 

iook for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth 

righteousness." (II Peter 3:13). It is up to us to speak 

against this human theory knowing that neither the good nor 

the beastliness in man can bring such a perfect society to 

passe In fact, "the very goal of communism, namely, as a 

  

L7chambers, ope Sits, Pe 1966 
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perfect society within history, to be achieved by the most 

imperfect means, without God, is a supreme expression of the 

Sinful pride of nan."@° This can only mean that God Himself 

Shall oppose ite "Except the Lord build the house, they 

labor in vain that build ite" (Psalm 12731) "Vhosoever 

Shall exalt himself shal? he abasede" (Hatthew 23312) 

Gach of the three Marxist principles compels the Chrise 

tian to recognize in Communism both error in teaching and a 

deadly foe of the Christian Churches 

Having disagreed with the underlying principles of 

Marx, can the Christian agree with the 10-point program of 

the Communist Manifesto, the "Bible" of the Partye-- 4s the 
points are listed, notice how the state is given control of, 

or eventually will be in control of, all thingsse les Exproe 

priation of Landed property and the application of all rents 

to public purposess 2. A vigorously graduated income taxs 

30 Abolition of the right of inheritance; 4%. Confiscation 

of property of all emigres and rebelss 5e Centralization of 

credit in the hands of the states 6. Nationalization of 

communication and means of production, cultivation of une 

cultivated land, and improvement of cultivated land; 8. Com- 

pulsory labor with establishment of industrial armies 

  

20paul Poashevign "Beyond Christ. t Strife," 
Christianity Today, III (October 27, met d» De 16s 

21 ew Pearson, see eeee Merry-Go-Round" Sheheounsn oe 4 
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especially for agriculture; 9. Agriculture and urban 

industry to work hand in kand so as to obliterate the 

distinction between them; 10. Puvlic education of all chil- 

    dren; abolition of factory work for childrens 

While in some cases our own United States has accepted ta 

partially some of the abcv: provisicns, it has done so-wille c 

ingly and with the backing of Congress and people. But even x 

here it may be necessary for Americans to question whether A 

in certain cases they have progressed or regressedg For 

this paper it is sufficient to point out that the State 

through this program becomes the god and the rights of the      

  

   
   
   

  

    

    

    

individual sre lest. For these reasons we see in Communism 

an enemy to human happinesse 

The question which now must be answered and which has 

only been dealt with in passing, is what doss Communism 

teach about religion, and especially Christianity? Is there 

a place for Christianity in a communistic society? What do 

leaders of the party teach regarding that which we hold so 

dear, even our faith in our living Lord? 

Communisn's Teaching Regarding Religion 

Religion has absolutely no place in Communist philoso- ea 

phy. "The religious world is but the reflex of the real _— 
world,"@2 was the way Karl Marx attempted soientifica! 

22karl Marx Capital, edited by Robert 
(Chicago: Encyclopedia Br: annica, Ince, 19
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explain away religione In the Communist Manifesto he shows | 

that religicn is unacceptable and unnecessary: "Communism 

abolishes eternal truths, it abolishes all religion and all 

morality, instead of constituting them on a new pasis."=> 

If religion is nothing to a Communist, then what of God 

Himself? Comrade LaFerte in a speech at Hexico City at a 

secret Commmist meeting on May 18, 194: gives a definition 

of Gods “that all powerful God, which they say exists (in- 

vention for fools) o« o e not 

Denying the existence of God, Lenin blasphemes Hims 

But to de Shs» oreendgation yge necescary., Go could 
not create such organizations 

It follows according to Communist reason, if religion 

and God are fictions, then proponents of religion are using 

it for their own aggrandizement or are being used by author=— 

ities who represent the ruling class. Warx says of this: 

The bourgeoisie has stripped of its halo every occupa= 
tion hitherto honored and looked up to with reverent 
awee It has converted the physician, the lawyer, the 
priest, the poets the man of science, into its paid 
wage laborerse" 3 

a 
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Harx adds: "The parson has ever gone hand in hand with 

the landlord."@7 Not only is the ministry maligned and its 

motives impugned, but should ministers speak up against Com- 

munism, Marx has taught his followers that their words are 

not to be taken seriously. He says; "The charges against 

Communism made from a religious se « « Standpoint are not de- 

serving of serious considerations "2° 

Then of what value is religion to man? According to 

Communist teachings it is not only error, but it has a de-~ 

structive effect upon mene One of the most famous state= 

ments of Communism is pitted against religion: “Religion is 

the opium of the people." This message which is engraved on 

the walls of former City Hall in Moscow, Lenin hoped to en= 

grave on every human hearte~? in a letter to 4. Me Gorky, 

written in 1913, Lenin explains his distorted view of religion: 

God is (historically and socially) . « « a gomplex of 
ideas . « » which blunt the class struggle.-~ 

The idea of God has lulled and blunted "social 
emotions," and subst ed concern for the dead for 
interest in the living§ It has involved the 
idea of slavery (of the worst most hopeless slav= 
ery). The idea of god has never "united the individual 
with society. It has always bound the oppressed classes 
by faifh in the divinity to submission to their oppres- 
sorse” : j is Seana 

It follows from the second principle of economic determinism 
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‘that if conditions a#e improved on earth, in time men will 

not have to resort to supernatural ideas; so taught Marx. 

The religious reflex of the real world can, in any case 
only then finally vanish when the practical relations of 
everyday Life offer to man none but perfectly intelli- 
gible and reasonable relations with regard to his 
fellow men and to nature.s3l 

Vihile Christians may in a measure agree with Marx and 

Lenin in ‘so far as Marxism’shows the worthlessness of man-= 

made religion, yet they must rise in the defense of the 

Gospel. The Christian religion cannot be put in the same 

category with human relZgione Perhaps Marx and his followers 

also make an exception for the Christian religion? Is there 

a place in the communist society for the true religion given 

by the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ? Je Edgar Hoover 

corrects any fat%se notions of what Communists think, 

In theory and practice the communists make no distince 
tion among any of the world's greater religions, as the 
leading Soviet crusader against religion, E. Yaroslavky 
makes clears o e o "The priests of every cult have their 
‘own way of deluding the masses » » e e As to the 
differences between one religion and another, they are 

' of Little, if any, consequence » « « e"32 

And Earl Browder, an American Communist leader, when asked in 

former years why Communists fellowshipped with Father Divine, 

replied: "Sut these critics do not understand that we Come 

munists do not distinguish between good and bad religions, 
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because we think they are all bad for the masses "93 This 

should be sufficient proof to see that Christianity is put 

inte the samo class with all other religions. 

  

Gut while Communism has no interest in religion and can 

see no value in it for mankind, it is interesting to note 

just when Marx's great pupil, Lenin, mads his brilliant dis- 

covery that there was no God. In awe of this man and what 

has happened in history since 1917, one might consider his 

atheistic ideas to be the result of many vears of honest 

study, the fruit of deep scholarship and scientific research. 

But what is the case? "It is interesting and important to 

note here, aS With Marx and Engels, that atheism was the 

first step toward communism. At the age of sixteen, as he 

later said, Lenin ceased to believe in God."3+ Atheism 4s 
not the result of erudition, Atheism is what anyone may: 

temporarily believe in his pride. But after a quick course 

in this life, under God's blessings, he ought to be able to 

recognize the existence of Gode (Romans 1:19=20) 

One would also expect of the founder cf Communism, Kerl- 

Marx, neatness of person and carefulness in his home life.” 

After all, he pretends to have the answer to the world's ills 

and surely ought to have the answer to his own problemse yi 

Of his personal appearance Gustav Mayer who visited Marx says; 
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Washing himself, combing his hair, changing his under= 
Wear and shirts are a rarity with him « « s e In the 
entire apartment . »« e there is not a single piece of 
clean and good furniture. Everything is broken, tat- 
tered and ragged; everything is covered with finger= 35 
thick dusts; everywhere there is the grestest disorder. 

Since Communism speaks so concernedly of the poor and 

oppressed, surely one should find in the founder of Communism 

history's kindest mane But the opposite is true: 

liarx Was an angryymane The famous target of his anger 
was the raw, ruthless industrialism of his day. But he 
also had many lesser targets e e e No one who crossed 
him personally could escape. 30 3 

liarx's financial affairs were also muddled. In spite of 

the fact that Engels frequently helped him out, he was in 

dire need. In his desperation and his lack of love for the 

individual, for Marx was a utopian and not a humanitarian,37 

he also hoped for the death of his wife's uncle who had also 

supplied some moneye Learning that the uncle might soon die, 

Marx wrote to a friend, "If the brute dies now, I will be 

out of this mess ."38 

Leaving hiarx and Lenin, could it be that present-day 

Communism is taking a long look at religion and finding it 

less incompatible? Dre Hewlett Johnson, known around the 

world as the "Red Dean" of Britain's Canterbury cathedral, 

went on a tour of the Soviet Union in 1938 "After the trip 
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e » o he saié there was nothing essentially anti-religious in 

Russian sonmuiisme "3? From Dr. George Mochlcnburg's liethod~ 

ist Church in Minneapolis ccwes his church paper's report: 

Albert D. Belden of London, writing to Caurch Manage= 
ment Magazine tells of the visit of Geos Thoms to Russia 
and Cantral Europe. His verdict on the Christianity of 
tiene arggs is emphatic. "There is full freedom of re- 
22 20N oft 

From these pens it appears Communism is mellowing to Christ 

and religion, But, turn to the Communist leaders themselves. 

irst, Willian Ze. Foster, American Communists "Ged will be i 

banishec from the Laboratories as well as from the schools,” 

Earl Browder says: “Communists belicve .« . . that the social 

funetion of religion and religious institutions is to act as 

an opiate."+? wWikita Khrushchev declares: "de remain the 

Atheists that we have always been . « ."3 Concerning the 

break with Bito of Yugoslavia, Chambers says: "Those are 

merely quarrels over the road map by people all of whom aze in 

a hurry to get to the same place, t+ 

The enemy, the Communist Party, has not had a change of 

heart. It is of one mind in its opposition to religion, and 

therefore, to the Christian Churche 

ind 2s 0H 
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Connunism's Corrupting Influence 

Communism itself reveals that it is the Christian 

Church's chief enemy by the fact that it debases human nature 

more completely than any other system. It not only desires 

to rule over the lands of the world, hut over the thoughts 

and minds of each persone Its desire is not only to root out 

all thoughts of tha Divine, but it wants to plant in the 

place of God, human philosophy by which it will totally 

govern and guide the incividual. 

Sone have given this phase of Communism the name of 

"secular religion. The Episcopal Bishop of New York, 

Horace We Be Donegan, has this to says "Communism e ec e is 

not simply a poijitical systems It is a world religion, bid= 

ding for the loyalty of every man, woman, and child, até an 

interesting deseription of Communism comes from Bethesda 

Lutheran Home, Watertown, Wisconsine Dre Ansis Karps, medical 
: 

doctor for the home, and one who himself experienced Come | 

minism in Europe, writes, a 
: f 

It has all'the formal accessories of a religions its i 
prophet, Karl Marx; its high priest, St 
Dschugeschwilis its disciples; scriptures with glossary 
as the only absolute truth to be followed; only their 
scriptures have to be quoted and used as argument in 
dispute. Commmists have had, and still haves their 
heretics, who must be annihilated by the sword, and 
whose sins have to be persecuted up to the IIIT and IV 

we ge Gig. chee 
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generationes They started by the promise of paradise 
on garth o e « of? 

What is the result of this humanistic philosophy on 

man? Denying God and His Word can only bring this effect 

that a most inhuman creature now begins to walk this earth. 

In a sense, nothing like it has ever appeared. "There has 

never been a society or a nation without God. 8 Yet, Come 

  

  munism is attempting to develop such a society and such a 

person. Followers of Marx have become lmotm as the Come 

munist Party. Djilas has called 1t "the new class."*? Other 
names for the individual Communist who lives without God are 

"the soviet man, "90 "the collective man," 22 "the thinking 

commando."92 But whatever this person who accepts Communism 

is called, the psychological end result Js the sames Com-~ 

mnism is a true curse to human personality. 

A motto of a former Communist Premier reads, "One must 

bestow care upon human beings as upon flowers "9 This motto 

conceals the plan of their educational process to develop a 
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godless and corrupted persone Lenin sayss "In what sense 

do we deny ethics, morals? We deny all morality taken from 

super-human or non-class conceptions." Again he says, "Ve 

Say that our motality is wholly subordinated to the interests 

of the clazs-struggle of the proleteriat."* in practice this 

anounts to the following: "Ihe Communists never tell lies in 

the interest of Communism. If a statement is in the interest 

of Communist advance by definition 1t is the ‘truthe'"22 4 
more complete description of what happens to an individual 

subjected to the Communist teaching is given by Arthur Voobus. 

He speaks of Pirsthand experiences. "I have lived under the 

Bolshevist rule in 1917-1919 and in 1939-1940," and adds, 

In 19424194 I lived in close proximity to the battle 
area until the last moment when I could escape miracue~ 
Lously as the advancing Bolshevist masses overflowed the 
country. During these years, too, contacts with the 
prisoners of war (I know the Russian language) egye 
Plenty of opportunities to study the Soviet mane 

Later on he sayS, 

We experience how the communist system extirpates every 
human value, obliterates the voice of conscience, brings 
ruin to sense of morality, uproots human virtues 
erases freedom of thought and expression. The proper 
citizen of the communist community is the collective man, 
without father and mother, without ehaxaatess without 
abiligy to think, without any personal spiritual struce 
ture» 
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Dre Zhivago, the novel that was published first in 

Italy and later in other languages, brings out the plight of 

those compelled to experience the propaganda and police 

tactics of Commmism. "Lara" is speaking. 

The main misfortune was the loss of confidence in one's 
own opinion. People imagine that it was out of date to 
follow their own moral sense, that they must all sing 
in chorus, and live by other people's notions, ngfions 
that were being crammed down everybody's throat. 

Whittaker Chambers, the self-confessed Communist spy, 

reports what destructive influence Communism Was upon him: 

"I could never be a complete man without God."99 

Previously Mr. Chambers had testifieds 

« o « Man without God is a beast, never more beastly 
than when he is nost intelligent about his beastliness, 
'Er nent's Vernunftt i Says the Devil in Goethe's Faust, 
"and braueht 's allein, nur tiorisher als jedes Tier 
zu sein, "60 

Is the Communist happy? Hear former Communist Djilas, 

A citizen in the Communist system lives oppressed by 
the constant pangs of his conscience, and the fear that 
he has transgressed. He is always fearful that he will 
have to deponstrate that he is not an enemy of 
socialisn. 

Dre Ce Fo We Walther in speaking to his Lutheran congre- 

gation in St. Louis on "Communism and Socialism" observes 

that Communism does not bring true peace to man's minds ~ 
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It is apparent that they will do a great deal of mise 
chief, For the number of the poor is continually in- 
creasing, many of whom neither believe in God nor his 
Word, in consequence of which they s00p despair when in 
trouble, having no God and no comfort,.02 

From all of the above statements and testimony it is 

cloar that Communism brings havoe to the individual. Where 

the Chureh of Christ has worked and brought blessings to 

  

Society, individually and collectively, Communism works to un-= 

do the good. Yet, John Gunther, author of Inside Europe, 

Says this of Russias "The significance of the individual 

findspmore and more emphasis." Prof. Ao Je Toynbee, director 

Gf studies of the Royal Institute of Internal Affairs, claims 

that the differences between the Soviet and Western man are 

se minute that they "fade almost out of view by contrast with 

those which separate us from the Indians and the Chinese."63 

Concerning such conclusions it 4s necessary to says 

Don't look on the surface; look deeperg Christians recognize 

Communism as an enemy as they observe its hermful and destruc- 

tive effect on mane 

Communist Methods of Attacking Religion 

The Commmist Party functions as a chameleon in carrying 

out its anti-religious tenets. At times it tolerates religion 

62g, F. W. Walthe ae ee sy, 
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and at other times resorts to the most shameful and sordid 

persecution. 3 

Careful indeed was Lenin that religious issues should 

not set aside his program of political and economic control 

of the world. While atheism is basic to Communism, yet the a 

idea of world rule is much more enticing to the Party. Lenin 

aid not want religion to divide the populace where economic 

oz political struggles were ragings For example, when a 

strike occurred in an industry, he did not want the workers 

divided into atheists and Christianse 

We must not allow the forces waging a genuinely revolu- 
tionary economic and political struggle to be broken up 
for the sake of opinions and dreams that are of third- 

rubbish neap bythe nome sourcancs economic develop- 
mente 

The slogan “Mir i druzhba" meaning "peace and friend= 

ship? only applies as a tactic when Communism approaches a 

people or nation it does not control. Rev. Tsin-tsai Liu, 

pastor of Gospel Baptist Church in Taipei, said that the Com- 

munists were friendly when they first took over China in 1949, 

but began wholesale persecutions eee in 1950,°° This "love" 

for religion also appears when the churches can be used to 
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back Communistic propaganda in non-Communist countries or a 

Communist program in a Marxist nation. Stalin practiced 

this toleration technique during World War II. 

Why? Because Stalin was afraid of Hitler's growing 
power and wanted the Russian people to be unified and 
co-operative in case of Ware 

When war did come, the Russian Communists used priests 
to appeal to the Russian people for support of the ware 
The Moscow radio actually called upon "God=-loving 
inhabitants" of German-occupied countries to rise in 
defense of religious freedom. References to God were 
even found in Stalin's papers and addresses. 

The Government also temporarily closed its atheistic 
publishing concerns aS a war maneuver. Churches in 
Hoscow took on a blaze of outward life. 

But when and where the Communist Party has gained control 

of a country, measures are taken against religion and its pro- 

ponentse "Roligion as the main factor in moulding personali- 

ties became of course, the chief target of this destruc- 

tion. "08 Lenin, in his speech at the Sixth World Congress in 

1928, gives the militant attitude of the Party toward religions 

One of the most important tasks of the cultural revolu- 
tion affecting the wide masses is the task of systemati- 
cally and unswervingly combating religion=--the opium of 
the peoplee 

He also states three points of an atheistic programs 

1. granting liberty of worship, 2. abolishing the 4 
privileged position, 3. carrying on anti-religious 
yr opagenda yith All’ the mes7abeLte ecmaanteeeenene 
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His first point seems appealing to religious peoplee 

But what is religious liberty to a Commumist? It is a 

strange mixture of permission and restriction. On the one 

hand they grant a person the right to believe in God, but on 

    
the other hand, let not that person attempt to spread his 

faith in any measure.’ Lenin says, ie 

The party of the proletariat demands that the state 
Shall declare religion a private matter, but it does not 
for a moment regard the question of the fight against 
the opium of the people-=-the fight against religious 
superstition © o « a8 a private mattere 

4nd if someone might interpret this control over reli-~ 

gion by the Communist Party as nothing more than State con- 

trol which was exerted in various nations in the past, let 

them read carefully the Report of the Church of Scotland, 

eo e © it must be pointed out that control by people who, 
with whatever practieal indifference or concern with the 
political implications of what they are doing, are still 
nominally Christian, or at any rate not overtly opposed 
to Christianity is one thinge Control by people who are 
the open and avowed enemies of the faith, whose whole 
position is bound up with the opinion that it is a 
pernicious superstition, which it is their bounden duty 
to destroy as an essential contribution to the cause of 
human progress, is quite another thing.” 

Hence, the granting of Liberty of worship, which most 

constitutions of Communist countries contain is a mere paper — 
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Regarding Lenin's second point to the Sixth World Con- 

gress in 1928, that of "abolishing the privileged position” 

of the Church, this seems to be fair to all organizations in 

a nation. In this country we do have separation of church 

and state, and the privileges given to the church are not as 

great as may have come to the Orthodox Church under the Czars. 

But Lenin says: "The demand for the complete separation of 

the church and the state, and the church and the school, 

mast be madee"’3 The result is that the church loses the 

right to teach, especially the young. Not only is the right 

taken avay, but hidden in Lenin's requirement is the usurp= 

ing of the Chureh's power to appoint its officers and to dis- 

cipline its memberse?* As an example of this control in 

Russia, Metropolitan Nikolai (Boris Dorofeevish Yarushevich), 

Orthodox Church head, is at the same time a communist securi- 

ty police chiefs”? 

many of its priests, the Orthodox Church is part of the State 

From the very head of the church down to 

Security (secret police).”© Hence, the Communist Party not — 

only controls the church, but indeed has corrupted it in that 

land. Communism surely is an enemy of the church which like 

none other is out to ruin the people of God. oe RR + 
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Also implied in Lenin's statement of “abolishing the 

privileged position" is that the state controls ail church 

  

property. Je Edgar Hoover reportss "All church property 

was nationalized; the churches vere denied rights of legal 

recourse oo « ol’? 

What rights are left to the church if it cannot educate, 

cannot control itself, cannot hold property? It has the 

right to exist--silently, in a dying fashion’ 

But Communism is an unrelenting enemye It grants no 

coneessions to its foes; it attacks unmercifully. According 

to Lenin's third point to the Sixth World Congress, the Pare 

ty is to carry on “antiereligious propaganda with all the 

means at its commande" And this it most certainly does 

with inhuman ingenuitye 

Its method of attack on religion can be said to be twoe 

fold, direct and indirect. Violent persecution has always 

been the tool of the materialistic Marx follower. What pain- 

ful persecution and unmentionable misery would come from Come 

minism was seen by some in Russia before the October Revolt.e 

We Se Solviev (d. 1900) who knew his own people and 

suv the courte of events in Raeta ZeLt Sat the fale 
was not far off n they would have to descend for 

Sue se carly as 1907, sent cue urgent Sarnings and 
pleas: “Awake, because that which will take place in 
ae yitt precipitate the whole world into conflagra-e 

one" 
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Those who have experienced torture from the Communists: 

or have heard the testimony of those who escaped after 

punishment for their Christian faith say that "Russian Com= 

munisin uses and develops just those abnormal instincts which 

are banned in every free community by church, state, police 

and courte"79 At this point the paper could elaborate on 

many examples of gory persecution. Only one will be cited. 

fhe secret police is like a cancer which destroys the 
whole body of the nation by means of deception, lies, 
treachery, torture, murder, even unimown methods and 
Secret drugs, in order to degrade the victims before 
their death. In Estonia, after the retreat of the Red 
zy we saw the revolting torture chambers with their 

horrible instruments, invented by insane brains. 
Estonians who have been prisoners of the Secret Police, 
relate that a special trick of their tormentors was 
interrogation in complete darkness, climaxed by an 

) attendant beating them also in darkness. The prisoners 
maintain that the procedure is especially hard to 
bear and that most prisoners break down when subjected 
to it. There are special torture chambers in every 
Secret Police house. The favorite forms of torture are 
those which leave no marks on the body. There are 
chambers where the prisoners are treated with heat and 
cold alternately, chambers out of which the air can be 
pumped, causing the victim to bleed through nose, mouth 
and ears, chambers which are so small that it is not 
possible to lic, sit or stand upright in them, chambers 
where the prisoner is kept day and night in the glare 
of superestrong electric lights, chambers with baths ~ 
where powerful electric current is introduced into the 
water. All these things characterise the true face 
and nature of Communisme So it compels children to 
denounce parents, wives to denounce husbands, friends to 
denounce friends. It constrains ministers to agree to 
conspiratorial activity among their congregations. It 
arrests men as hostages and constrains members of the 
hostage's family to every describable crime. ig 

] 

| 
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And ne one is spared this torture, this blood=bath, not even 

pregnant women and little children$ And lest one of the 

Clergy say, "But we would be treated more kindly," Js Edgar 

Hoover statess "In a Communist society, clergymen would be 

one of the first targets of the Communist secret policee= to 

be silenced or Liquidatea, "= Ths Lutheran Hour news release 

of some years ago featured the example of a Lutheran pastor, 

Alexander Raffai, of Hungary, and how he was tortured.°@ 

When E. Stanley Jones says: "I think He (that is, 

Christ) would approve the Soviet prison system without walis, 

without revenge, without stigma, where inmates are free te 

Tun away but do not, "83 the question must be asked: what did 

such men see on their trips to Russia? Will not Americans 

rather believe the testimony of those who have escaped? 

On this side of hell nothing more terrible is conceivable 
than the horrers and tortures under the Bolshevis 
system. These defy the imagination of every mans 

The second method of attack on the church might be 

called the indirect method. Comrade LaFerte’s speech at the 

secret Marxist meeting in Mexico City stated a summary of the 

various psychological and educational attacks: 
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Under the pretext of culture, of learning, of civiliza~ 
tion, of philosophy, and of tne nodern sciences, we 
must Launch attacks against religions 

Two examples of the indirect attack are the use of 

Atheistic publications and distortions of Christian customs 

and sacraments to further the Communist program. Lenin says 

concerning the printing of literature and especially regard- 

ing the Party magazine, "Under the Banner of Marxism," 

it is very essential .« « « that e « . the magazine 
which has set itself the aim of becoming an organ of 
militant materialism should carry on untiring atheist 
propaganda and strugglee We must very carefully study 
all the literature on this subject in all languages, 
and translate, or at least review all that which has 
the slightest value in this field. 

Later he says, 

It is essential to give these masses the greatest va- 
riety of atheist propaganda material=-=to acquaint then 
with facts from the most diversified fields of life. 
Every way of approach to them must be tried in order 
to interest them, to rouse them from their religious 
etunbers to shake them up by most varied ways and 
Means o 

The result of these devilish suggestions has brought 

forth godless pamphlets and books, but also horrible car= 

toons such as Figures one and two on the following pages. 

An atheistic poem is also included so that the reader 

may sense more dramatically the horror of godlessness as 

espoused by Communism. Langston Hughes, an American Negro 

poet and Communist, composed a work called, "Goodbye, Christ.” 
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»_ Figure 1. A Communist View of the Lord's Supper* 
Gerald B. Winrod, Persecuted Preachers. (Wichita, Kansas: 

Defender Publishers, 1946), De 30+ 

  

 



  

  

        
» Figure 2. Examples of Soviet Anti-God Propaganda” 

Rev. Leopold Braun, “How Stalin Lost His Battle Against God," 

Toot Hagazine (New Yorks United Newspapers Magazine Corpe 
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Listen, Christ, 
You did all right in your day, I reckon-= 
But that day's gone note 
They ghosted you up a swell story, too. 
Called it the Bible-- 
But it's dead now. 
The popes and the preachers "ve 
Wade too much money from it. 
They"ve sold you to too many. . 
Kings, generals, robbers, and killers-= 
Even to the Tsar and the Cossacks, 
Even to Rockefeller's church, 
Even to the Saturday Evening Post. 
You ain't no good no more. 
They ’ve pawned you 
Till you're done wore oute 
Goodbye, 
Christ Jesus Lord God Jehovah, 
Beat it on away from here novi, 
Make way for a new guy with no religion at all 
A real guy named 
Marx,Communist Lenin Peasant Stalin Worker ME 
I sald, MES 
Go ahead on now 
You're getting In the way of things, Lord, 
And please take Saint Ghandi with you when you go 
And Saint Pope Pius 
And Saint Aimee McPherson 
And big black Saint Becton 
Of the consecrated Dime. 
4nd step on the gas, Christ$ 
Move $ 
Don't be so slow about movin't$ 
The world is mine from now on-= 
And Op OED ge gonna sor ME 
fo a or a general, 
Ora militonairece? 

Some years ago in Russia, Communist propaganda directed 

children to recite, "Stalin is the wisest, the beloved father 

e » « Stalin is the symbol of happiness and life . . « Sta- 

lin is brighter than the sun in June, a powerful eagle "> 
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Vulle a limited number of Christian hymnbooks have 

been made available in Russia, what good are they if Com= 

munistic ideas are inserted? 

Hymns which instill Christian coursge and poise have 

by the Soviet brand of "Pence hymns" .shioh help to, 
prepare the mass of Soviet Citizens.99 

The Sacrament of Holy Baptism has been changed in the 

East Zone of Germany into a mere "'name~-giving' ceremony, 

with sponsors who promise to bring up the child in she spir= 

it of "peace, class-consciousness, and socialisme'"7> Con= 

firmation has been corrupted to a "Youth Dedication Oaih," 

91 
pronising allegiance to Communisme “Narrliage, too, has     
been secularizeds"?— Communists have removed almost ali 

religious qualities from the "music, eulogies, or the 

‘mourners® conduct. Through it all runs the hope, not of 

life everlasting, but of Communism everlasting co « s #93 

Christmas « » « is exploited for »ropaganda purposes; 
it is a time to send out cards for "peace," to urge 
amnesty for Communists in jail, to appeal for funds 
» © ec «6 A Communist America would celebrate bhe birth 
of Marx rather than the birth of Christendome 
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Here then is the enemys In its philosophy it is athe-e 

istic and materialistic, and it carries out its plan to re=- 

move religion from the mind of man by brutality as well as 

more subtle means of propaganda and psychological education. 

Now where does the Communist Party operate? Is the 

enemy far or near at hand? 

The Communist. Plan for World Control 

if Marxist philosophy would have Semained in the ivy 

towers of colleges or continued to be just another econom- 

ic point of view discussed in labor meetings, this section 

would not have to be writtene Marx was the theorist, Lenin 

the activiste "He was the man who took communist theory 

and galvanized it into communist organization and action. "95 

Approximately five different methods are used by the 

Communist Perty to win control of a nation. They ares 

le Revolutionary action when a nation is going through 

political and social upheav®15+, 2, Military power over 

weak nations and then setting up "puppet" governments. Be 

Free elections. %. The use of espionage, propaganday front 

organizations, and infiltrations 5. The dangerous Communist 

plea for more business and trade with the Free Nations. 

While this paper will not attempt to show how the Party en- ee 
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Russia is an example of the first method of controlling 

a nation, Marx made an error in judgment when he "prophesied 

that the revolution was destined to occur in a highly induse "ae 

trialized nation. Russia was industrially backwards" on 
the other hand conditions were ripe in Russia for revolutions 

In fact, by 1680 there was severe discontent with the ruling 

class. Some even point to the 1820's as a time when a strong 

revolutionary movement was underway against the Czare97 In 

that nation of political and social upheaval, Lenin inspired 

his men to acto 

At the present time, some forty-three years after the 

October Revolution, the Communist Party still sits in control 

of the nation.e It came into control by bloodshed and force 

and it continues to use violence and horror against its own 

  

    

   
   

   

     

     

    

  

people, “It will continue this oppression as long as it 

exists."?° What does that mean to the Lutheran Church in 

Russia? 

In 1914, there were 4,000,000 Russian Lutherans; in 
1929, 920,000. 3 1%g 1582 this number had shrunk 
100, 808 with caves Seen activee In 1936 two 
Lutheran olexaguan et 1 remained at works in 19 9 the 
last Lutheran church was closede 

fhe preceding quotation certainly gives cause to agree with 
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the statement of a Lutheran Layman who recently toured 

Russia that the visible Church is dyinge°° The outward 
church life that does exist no longer condemns in the name 

of Christ the savage treatment of human life, but congrega- 

tions led by the clergy, who are frequently secret agents, . 

are taught to pray for the state and its objectives .2° 

Surely, it is agreed, Christians in lands where the govern= 

ment is corrupt may pray for the government and the nations 

but with this as their petition, that God will correct the 

evils. While the outward church life of Russia is nil, ex-   cept for an occasional church opened for propaganda pur=- 

poses, yet there does exist in Russia a definite underground 

Church of Goede Here is the testimony of a Russian generals 

Ours is a country of 300,000,000 slaves, longing to be 
freed from the bloodiest’ and most cynical despotism of 
history. The proof that we Russians are not all Com-= 
munists lies ah the continued existence of a Christian 
underground inside my ccuntrye It is one of the most 
important facts 196 he world today, yet no one in the 
West knows of ite 

Listen to this touching story of why the Church continues in 

spite of brutal suppression Seeing a man with a Greek cross, 

a symbol of the Balkan army, a ten-year old girl speaks; 

"Christos," murmured the child. sthiy 3 
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"What do you know of Christos?" I askede As I spoke 
Ilyena returneds « « e she turned to mée 

"It is so hard tc know what to do in Russia today," 
She said, “My child may suffer because I have made 

life an the blesk universe I bnewo™@OS, ne 
in spite of the underground church life, for which 

American Christians are thankful to God, Christian life and 

the work of the Church is curtailed and brutally hampered by 

this enemy, the Communist Party. 

in Cuba, Fidel Castro claims he is ruling from a "man= 

date" of the people, but actually his "half million shouting, 

shooting peasants" are "ready to turn their razor sharp jim= 

gle Imives against his foes."2©+ cuba thus falls in line 

with the first method in which Communism enters a country by 

revolution in time of political upheaval.2°9 There was some 

doubt on behalf of American news reporters as to Castro's ~ 

political views and methods in the beginning of the over= 

throw of Batista's government, but it is now evident that 

Cuba is Communist~controllede1° 

Red China is also an example of the first method of 

obtaining control over a country. Working with Chinese Com= | 

munists and with weapons and ammunition supplied from Russia, 
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the Nationalist forces were compelled to leave the mainland 

and set up their headquarters on Taipei. The story of the 

Christian Church in China is much like that of Russia. The 

Church is completely under the control of the Commmist 

Party 207 Hao Tze~tung, head of the Communist Party, said on 

July 1, 1949, "Yo the hostile clusses the State apparatus is 

the instrument of oppression. It is violent, and not benev= 

olent. nos Unique in Communism's method to collectivize the 

people is the commune systeme Reve Shih=-ping Wang, East 

Asia director of the Baptist Evangelization Society Interna- 

tional has deseribed this systeme 

The family unit is broken up. Husbands and wives are 
separated into different barracks. The children are 
taken aviay from the parents and placed in governmente 
run nurseries. Husbands and wives may meet only once 
a week for two hours-=they have no other contacte Be= 
cause these places of meeting are few, couples must 
Stand in line at the special rooms waiting their turne 
Afia efter they are finished, they must report to the 
commune group leader to tell the vate and time and how 
long they stayed togethere The parents may see their 
children once a week and when they see them they can= ! 
not show affection toward their children. The idea is 
to have the children and the family sever their affece 
tion end direct it toward the state. Names are taken 
away from the children, and they. 185° given numberse 
There is no individual’ identity. 

From this it is conelusive that Communism’s “love" for the 
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family is just another lie. Rarl Brovder's statement must 

likewise be pure deceptions 

liarx and Engels never tire of emphasizing that the only 
hope of saving the family from destruction was the 
abolition of capitalism and the establishment of 
socialism.110 

Still another horror story from Red China is the "pre- 

ferred" treatment given to older people at "Happy Homes" 

All the elderly people 60 years of age and above who 
cannot work are put in the old people's "Happy Home." 
After they are placed in the homes they are given shots. 
They are told these shots are for their health. But 
after the shots are taken, they die within two weeks. 
After they die, their corpses are placed in vats. When 
the bodies decay and maggots set in, the maggots are 
used to feed chickens, The remainder of the body is 
used for fertilizer ttl 

Concluding the report on China are the words of Walter S. 

Robertson, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern 

Affairss 

The Peiping regime was imposed by force with the voli- 
tion of only an infinitesimal fraction of the Chinese 
people. Today, after 9 years, less than 2 per cent 
belong to the party. it has kept itself in power by 
bloody purges and liquidation, gf some 18 million of 
mainland Chinese in 9 yearSe 

The second method in which the Communist Party seeks to 

gain control over nations is by the use of military power 

es
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alone, <A nunber of nations fall into this category: Poland, 

Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Czechoslovakia, East 

Germany, Albania, Turkestan, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Rumania, 

and Armeniay!t3 The following Asiatic countries can also be ~ 

included in this lists Tibet, North Korea, and North Vietnam. 

fhe latter, although not conquered by Russian power, had 

Ghinese military might used against them, which is one and 

the same.e Of this list, specific information on three, 

Estonia, East Germany, and Yugoslavia, will be given. The 

information will reveal conditions in each countrys 

Estonia brought to light the type of people the Party 

Sought when the Russian Army overran that country. Here the 

Party did not have to resort to subterfuge, "front" organiza- 

tions or "name" personalities to influence the pecple.s 

In the very early days we saw the communist regine 
establish an immediate kinship with people of a criminal 
past. We saw it use for its purposes only the dark 
elements who, in a cultural society, hide themselves in 
the back alleys of. a community, whose lives are a mass 
of lies, deceit, treachery, and murder. Those with this 
Sinister background are useful tools in the communist 
system in which bestiality becomes the principle of 
life and crime the norm of existence. They were agus 
in police and administrative posta and became leaders 
and trustees in evéry field. This phenomenon belongs 
to the structure of the communist regimes; it needs 
many such teols because the system uses and devel 

are banned by church, state, police, and court 

ops, | 
just such abnormal instincts which in every frog, focietys oni 

no ; pete i 
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Estonia also demonstrates the brutal and inhuman means 

used to destroy the Churches Perheps further evidence of 

persecution seems superfluous, yet more proof is necessary 

after hearing Dr. Joseph Le Hromadka, Czech Protestant and 

Executive Somumittee member of the World Council of Churches, 

Communism reflects, in a very secularized form, in 
Spite of its materialism and dictatorship, the Christian 
longing for fellowship of full and responsible lovee 

* « « an engrossing, fascinating idea of a society in . 
Which man will be free of all external greed, mammon, 
and material tyramny, and in which a fellowship of real 
human beings in mutual sympathy, love and good will. 
would be established « » « e 14 tends--in its philoso- 
phy=~towards the total liberation of the individual 
mane+— 

In Estonia, after one year of Russian rule, note the 

real persecutions 

Twenty-nine prominent Leaders of congregations, among 
them two deans and thousands of believers, were mure 
dered « «© « e« Many of them were tortured horribly. 
Many times greater, however, is the number of promi- 
nent leaders of the church who were brutally dragged 
from their Zamilies to be deported and killed in un- 
known places. Spe lunered gixbee these prominent lead- 
ers of the Estonian Evangelical Lutheran Church and ten Aa 
thousands of its faithful members were arrested, den 
ported, and the great majority killed in Russia,ll 

Arthur Voobus, Estonian refugee, suggests that if any- | 

one needs more detailed proof, to consult the writings of 4 

He Perlitz, which were printed in "The Eleventh Hour," a 

Lutheran Research publications 

  

1 ¢eorge He Cless, Jre, "Theology-=Quo Vadis?" 
Christian Ec es, XI (april 28, 1959), De 20 

116, ,opus, Gommnism's Challenge to Christianity, pe 22. 
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The East Zone of Germany, where because there arises 

the question of German wnity and the rearmament of West Ger= 

many, has not yet felt the brutal hammer of Marxism. In 

spite of this, the indirect methods are so unbearable that 

many are fleeing to the Western Zone. Party tactics in East 

Germany now decree that public school teachers can no longer 

"perform any functions in the religious life of tkeir commu- 

nities. <All teachers will be requested to resign . « e from 

any church positions they may hold, such as organists, choir 

leaders, or elderse"117 Seminary students must also pass a 

polltieal test on Commmism "for which they have to undergo 

nt18 before they can enter the a course of instruction, 

ministrve 

& remark about Tito of Yugoslavia is in place heree 

While his separation from the Party is a thorn in the flesh 

to Moscow, yet he remains one with them in spirite "Up to 

two years ago, about 5,000 Bibles per month were being ime 

ported © e e e Then the practice was banned, and now, only 

about 200 copies per month are getting in by registered | 

mai1,¥L19 | 

The third method of winning control of a nation is free a 

  

117nget Religious Bars for East German Teachers," The 
Lutheran Witness, LXXVIII (Octe 20, 1959), De 5e 

118onurch of Scotland, ope Cities Pe Ate foo, ties 

119 ;ouard E. Kershner, "Bibles Not Wanted,” Christian 
Economies, XI (November 3, 1959), Pe 2 Tosehes 
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elections, "Communists have never won over an entire 

country by free election and have never hesitated to shed 

blood 1f this would best serve their purposes ,"L20 Yet, 

Kerala, a state of India, is an example of winning a part 

of the country to Communist principles. 

Recently .» » e Kerala « « « voted itself into Commmist 
control, Why should Kerala, claiming a Christian herit- 
age of 1,900 years, go Communist? The answer is simple 
e o e e Communism poured colorful, attractive, .con- 
vineing Literature into Kerala. 

The grandson of India's Mahatma Ghandi said, "The 
missionaries taught the peopis to read, but the 
Communists gave them books, "lel 

Whatever promises were given to the population for "progress 

and democracy" were not kept, for, 

Within a short period of 26 months there was a complete 
breakdowm of law and ordere A sense of insecurity over=- 
teok the entire population. Cases of violence were 
reported daily from different parts of the state and the 
assailants vere invariably Communistse 

Communist: cells arrogated to themselves the function of 
administering justicee These cells issued polite 
directives to courts of law regarding cases pending in 
them. Communists or Communist sympathizers were 
appointed public prosecutors « » e « Communists wore 
planted in every sphere of government activity. 

It should not be forgotten for a moment that all this 
was done by a State Government operating under a 
Federal Constitution which it had sworn to upholds If 
the Communists had been completely free in, syeir 
operations, the horror cannot be gined.s 
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122 ed Ce Schwarz, "From Tragedy to Triumph-=-Kerala, 
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The oppression of the non«=Communist population led to 
great discontent and on June 12, 1959, a statewide pro= 
gram was commenced to expel the Communist administra= 
tion. The Communists sought to suppress the opposition 
by arrests and by policemen swinging clubs s « « « The 
police opened fire in several places taking a heavy 
toll of lives. 

in a later paragraph, these results were noted. 

    

  

The Communist Government was expelled from power by the 
Central government and a new election was ordered. The 
election was held, February 1, (1960)- The Communists 
used their superb organization and expended vast sums 
of money, but their humiliation was great wgen they 
were reduced to 28 seats in house of 126.1 

it can be said on this point that where the people are 

finally informed as to what Communism is and what its tactics 

of control are, there the people, if they are still free, 

will not vote for it, or will vote it out. And where the 

people have lost their rights to vote in a free election, as 

in the case in every Communist country, there they have 

shown that they would rather capitulate to foreign power 

than remain captive by the enemy within, the Communist Party. 

Here sre some facts supporting this statement from World 

War Il. 

When the German Army drew near, a new hope of deliver= 
ance animated these vexed nations. Things unheard of 
happened, Here 320,000 (at Minsk-Bjelostok), there 
665,000 (at d again 665,000 (at BrjanskeVjasma) 

so2 coo at eee Nee ret Sere saeied Sona 

1235) Le 
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chapey. an felplass mission masses desonsereted. to" the 
world its real attitude towards the Communist system.12+ 

And yet the issue of free elections is not simple. Take the 

case of France and Italy where a large Communist vote is not 

new, this. may not mean that here the people are convinced 

Marxists, but that they are voting against the present 

government or for a special issue such as the contradictory 

promise of high wages for- factory workers and high prices for 

agricultural products, and so found themselves on the side 

of the Communist Partyet?? Naturally, this is dangerouss 

If there is a free press, it remains for this agency to 

inform the populace on the issues, théir implications and 

contradictionse 

Regarding the fourth method of gaining control over a 

nation, that of espionage, propaganda, subversion, and 

front organizations, it may be said that Communism has a 

blueprint for world conquest. "The Communist International 

is the concentrated will of the world revolutionary prole- 

tariat. Its mission is to organize the working class of the 

  

124Voobus , Coumunism*s Challenge to Ghristianitr, Pe 80. 
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Whole world for the overthrow of capitalist order and the 

establishment of Communion "26 so speaks the Central Exece 

utive Committee of the Commmist Party of America. 

While it is known that the Communist Party has plans 

for world control, at may not be generally known that the 

Communist Party is wonktng in every country. A run-down, 

comtry by country, will impress the reader with the reality 

of this formidable, and almost omnipresent snemy. 

A Oe 

pecial Subcommittee on Security Affairs oe 
ternational Comnunist Movement (Washingtong e Se 

Government Printing Office, 195%), pe 206 

TABLE 1 

COUNLRY-BY=-COUNTRY TABULATION OF COMMUNIST PARTY STRENGTH 
OUISIDE THE UNITED STATES* 

*Srecial Subcommittee on Security Affairs surance es of the 
International Communist ioveriens (Washingtons e S. Gove 

Printing Offices aoe 9 ‘; PPs 5e 

BRITISH COMIONWEALTH C.P. MEMBERS Ne BUROPE C.P. MEMBERS 
United Kingdom e « » « e eo 3%, 801 Iceland « « « « «950 
Canada »« © « s © e e « ce eLQ,000 Denmark « eo e 16,000 
Australias « eos eee @ 6,000 Norway eee 7,500 

New Zealande 0 « » « ee e 900 Sweden « « e 38° b00 
Union of South Africte « 1-2,000 Finland « « « 50,000 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 

EASTERN EUROPE C.P.e HEMBERS CENTRAL EUROPE C.e.P. EMBERS : 
Albania. 6 @ @ olty 41 18 Switzerlends « « « 8,000 
Bulgaria o « » 1 500, Ooo 260, coo 

  

  

Austriae « 6s 6 « 

      
    
  

  

Czechoslovatkia 156774433 reat A, Easte 1,230,000 
Hungary o eeol 9,000,000 Germany, Weste « 125,000 
Poland « « o e« 131253000 Germany, Berlin.s 070, COO 

Rumaniae o e « o 720,000 Nether. ands. ee 33,000 
Voss eRe » 0 © 6 9852,145 Belgiume s » « « 030,000 
Yugoslavia « o « "279,302 Luxembourg e*eeee 

: France « 6 « « « 4.50, 
NORTH AFRICA italye o's « e 1,700,000 

Treland. « « ee ee 150 
Algerias eo 6 oa 800 Greece « » ee « 20,000 
Tumisiae © « © © « Spain eeee0ees 5,000 
Pre Morocco. « © e *000 Portugal eoeseesea 3,500 
Spe Moroccd. Negligible 
Libya ec o e Almost none AFRICA, south of Sahara 

Fre West » e Unavailable 
THE NEAR EAS? Fre Eque e o ellegligible 

Bre ica » elegligible 
Syrlae 6 «© o « « «10,000 Bel. Congo « eNegligible 

Lebenon. ore 8 Bw 3,000 Ethionia « e elleglig ible 

Israel » « « «© © « 3,000 Liberia « « “Noplieible 
iraq oeo3wvee @ 3000 

Jordan 6 © oe o « 250 TH: FAR EAST j 

Saudi Arabia -liegligible Taiwan » « » Unavailable 
Yemene o « o ellegligible Red Chinas « « -69100,000 | 
Egypte «© « «© e » @ 33000 Mongolia « » « e 00 Ane toan i 
Anglo-Egype Sudane 2-300 North Korea@e e« 
Turkey. .« o e « « s Small South Korea. woaeibis ] 

South Korea., sNepiag 000 - 
CARRIBEAN POSSESSIONS Burm@e « e « « « e10,000° | 

French o o o « « eStrong. Thailand »« « « « « 3 000 
British. © « « e eStrong Vietnam «sos 715,000 
Netherlandse o « « Small Laos e ee ee ew a ly 

Cambodia « « « « 100 
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES Malaya e « «ee 3239000 

Argentinas o « + 630, 5 onesias 0 « e 030,000 
Boliviase 0 © « « @ 2,5 Philippines e ee * 34000 

Bragil «eee 130,000 =a t 
Chilee sc ecse «50,000 LATIN AERICA (Continued) ms “aa 
Colombia « » e » «10,000 Honduras « e ele Bae O00 ia 
Costa Rica » e « .220,000 Hexico « « « = s 1003 
Cuba . « © «© « « 030,000 Nicaraguas « « e wif ro 
Dominican Repe « « 25 Panama « « e¢ «© « pee % 
Eouadors 0 « 6 & « etoon Paraguay « 0 « « ;: 8, oOo 
El Salvadore » ¢ « 1,000 Peruse eeee $220000 
Guatemalas « « « « 2,000 Ye « © © @ 0439000 
Haiti. «© oe 2 0 2 6 500 Venezuelas « « » e27,000    
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Concerning the figures in Table 1, it must be kept in mind, 

lest one minimize the enemy, that where the word "negligible" 

is used, the following fact is trues 

  

e e » in underdeveloped countries in particular, where 
there is a relative paucity of educated leaders, a mere 
handful of highly articulate Communist MP's can wield 
strength, inside or outside a parliament, totally dis- 
proportionate to their actual strengthe 

In these lands, moreover, the Communists have proven 
that at a convenient time, a bullet fired by a hired 
assassin can often deprive a nation of a responsible, 
key prodemocratic leader and can thereby set the stagejo7 
for Communists or their fellow travelers to take over. 

4 close observation of the United States will be made, 

in demonstrating that the Communist Party operates by espio- 

nage, propaganda, front organizations and infiltration to 

take over a countrye Objectives and tactics will change 

according to time and country, it is true, yet as the CPUSA 

is studied, it will be evident that it is following the over= 

all plan of the Supreme Soviet of Russia for WORLD domination, 

Each national Communist movement is obligated to support 
world Communist objectives by all means at its disposal, 
including eepionage activities, aid to insurgent or pare 
ty groups in adjoining countries, and pagtic pation 
world Communist propaganda activities. 

Je Edgar Hoover, too, testifies that the American Communist 

party is definitely taking orders from Moscow, in spite of 

the "freedom" given to the party when Khrushchev took overs 
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Every move of the American Party was watched from 
Moscow) No wonder a joke making Party rounds went as 
follows: "Why is the Party like the Brooklyn Bridge? 
Because it is suspended on cables,"12 

Thet the Communist Party is well-organized in our 

country is born out by the words of the Chief of the FBI, 

"The basic unit, at the bottom of the whole structure, is the 

club, formerly kmown as the cell e e _nt30 

On another page he tells how the party works: 

The comers anak horde it Soueines “ a, brengiyis calied 
democratic cen SM 2 0 e n actual practice .o 
unadulterated ree snip 2i31 ais: 

The mumber of Communist Party members in this country 

is also shocking. Some years ago there were more Communists 

in the United States than the Soviet Party had in Russia 

during the days of the Revolutions!32 

The Party's membership in this country reached a low in 
1930 when it had 7,500 members, and a peak of 80,000 in 
LO » © © @ However, over the years it has been esti- 
nated by the communist leaders themselves that for 
every Party member ten others_are ready, willing and 
able to do the Party's vworkel33 

Obviously the Communist Party with such a well-organized 

set-up is a perfect tool for espionagée Soviets are inter= 

ested in everything about our country in order to appraise 

122 Hoover, ORe Cities Pe Ote 

1305 ide, pe Wie 
131i n4d.y Pe Lite 

132qh1de, Pe De 

133zpid. $ 
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our strength and our weakness. Spying by the Communist 

Party began in 19196r3* The importance of a spy as come 

pared to a Russian Embassy member at Washington is learned 

from a government report. 

in every important Embassy or consulate of the Russian 
Goverment there will be found representatives of both 
organizations. It will usually occur that some reia- 
tively obscure military or naval attache will repre= 
sent the Soviet Military Intelligence organization, and 
an equally obscure consul will be the representative 
of the NKVD. In many instances these representattygs 
have greater power than the Ambassador or consul. 

Spying by the Communist Party is constantly going on 

within our Land, Some have stated that 700 spies are now 

laboring in this country, some connected with the Russian 

Embassy and others even working through Us Ne headquarters »=3° 

Spying may bring information to Russia, but it is not a 

means to change the thinking of the people of a country. 

Propaganda, Communist fronts and infiltration do this jobs 

Which groups are being propagandized by the Party? The 

list of possible target groups is almost all-inclusive. The 

Party is trying to touch every Americane The first and basic 

group is the working class, next the Negro community, 

      
**Gomni ttee on Un-American Sooee tr 

Sq Thirty a 
tet eee i Se #§ r emeoneee A 1952), 

135 Tpide, pe ‘+e 

136youard BE. Kershner, "Inviting More Spies," Christian 
Economics, XI (November 3, 1959), pe 2 ‘ ay; 
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then the armed forees, the youth, the intellectuals, and in | 

addition because of the important place they have in America, 

the veterans, poor farmers, and religious groups »L37 

Perhaps no other world power in history has been so 

willing to spend money for propaganda as Soviet Russia. 

Here is just a small list of some Communist publications 

Sent out to change the thinking of the people of Americas 

"Daily Worker," "Mainstream," "Political Affairs," "New 

World Review," "Seclenee end Society," "Freedom" and the 

"Protestant Digest." One of the Party's publishing concerns 

is New Century Publishers. But the Party is not dependent 

upon American publishing concerns for Communist literature. 

This is being sent into the coumtry from foreign sources§ 

Andrew ilyinsky, of New York City, an employee of the 
Bureau of Customs of the United States Treasury Depart- 
ment, displayed to the committee samples of typica 
Comaunist propaganda periodicals published abroad and 
sent into the United States destined to student groups 
in schools and colleges. Mre Ilyinsky stated that 
every school and college in the United States is direct 
ly or indirectly the recipient of some of these Come . 
munist propaganda publicationse A spot check of the 
volume of Communist propagazda destined to schools and 
colleges in the United States was made over a 12-month 
period in 1959 by the Bureau of Customs, Mr. Ilyinsky 
stated. The result of the spot check showed that at 
least 300,000 packages of Communist propaganda destined 
te schcols and colleges in the United States were ne 
processed through the port of New Orleans during this 
12-month period and that from 5 to 15 separate publica= 
tions were contained in each packages Mr. Ilyinsky 
further ctated that the port cf New Orleans, where the 
spot check was made, is one of the lesser ports of — 
entry from tho standpoint of Communist propaganda and 
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that a heavier volume of this material is coming into 
the United States via approximately 40 other ports of 
entry. 135 

Workers Book Shop is the name of the book store run by the 

Party in New York City. It maintains schools for Commmist 

indoctrination such as the Faculty of Social Science. 439 

The Party even wants to influence the children of America. 

Communist Kenneth Leslie put out a children’s coma book 

Galled "The Challenger. #2 "© Incidentally, it is this same 

Kermeth Leslie who Launched an attack on the Missouri Synod 

by criticising the "Bible History References" by Fe Rupprecht 

which pointed out how hard it is to do mission work among the 

Jews, Leslie sayse 

We have no record, none whatever, of any denunciations 
of his people by Jesuse On the contrary nothing but 
the most tender words of affection gushed from his 
lips, nothing bug, yeeping and anxiety over their 
UNDESERVED Patee 

The follewing children's authors have also been noted as 

Communists: Victor Berlo, Herbert Aptheker, We Ee Be DeBois, 

Shirley Graham, Gene Weltfish, Gunnar Myrdal, E. Franklin 

Frazier, and Benjamin A. Botkin. This list is, of course, 
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‘not complete,"*? put it should make Christians aware of the 
possible danger that might come to their chiidren when they 

ave happily and quietly reading a dook’ 

Even the innocent practice of writing a foreign friend 

has been eerrupted by Communist influence in this countrys 

What joy for a child to correspond with a student in another 

land, ana yet, here too is a method of Party propagandal 

ths Communists have devised 8 "pen pal movensnt* for 
one peteonctosparscnDasia aver the! worlds mnie 
Another clever trick thich has been perpetrated on the 

American public are the visits to this country of top Com= 

munist leaders such as Nikita Khrushchev himself and Anastas 

ikoyane While these have not been labeled as actual spy 

incidents, they nevertheless are part of the propaganda 

tricks used to soften up americans toward "friendly" Con- 

nunism, the "new helper of manicinde" Both of these men have 

contributed to the mass death of human beingse Senator 

Thomas J, Dodd of Connecticut warned about welcoming 

Khrushchev, : 

Nikita Khrushchev first appears in history as a Come 
munist official in the Uleraine in the early 1930's 
helping to direct the program of planned starvation 
which resulted in the death of five million Ukrainians. 
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In 1938 Khrushchev was appointed Communist chief in the 
Ukraine. He was appointed to that position as a 
reward for his previous ruthlessness. His task was to 
direct the great Ukrainian purge of that year. Author= 
ities on Ukrainian history estimate that OOO men, 
women, and children were murdered under hehev!s 
over-all direction in that single year. 

Regarding Mikoyan, 

e o o 140,000 anti-Communist refugees in Western 
Europe, These people know Mikoyan as the man directly 
responsible for the murder of Hungarian freedom. He is 
the man who violated the safe conduct guarantee given 
Imre Nagy, Hungarian Premier, and Pal Heleter, chief 
of the Hungarian Freador fighters, both of whon were 
subsequently executede 

Both of these men were wined and dined at tne expense of 

fmerican taxpayers, who were thereby innocently enough 

Spreading Communisme 

The fact that Communist literature can be sent into 

our country is actually part of a program called "Cultural 

Exchange," which was negotiated in 1958. But what is "cul- 

ture" to the Western mind is not culture to the Soviet mane 

fo him culture is communism and propaganda. 

In Godless Russia, art, like everything else, is a 
state monopoly. e artist either conforms or he is 
annihilated. He cannot be neutral or non-politicale ; 
His work must glorify the regime, promote official ia 
propaganda. | 

nasdnaris of Soviet » therefore, is not its 
eauty but its propaganda, not its originality but a 
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} 146 
Slavish repetition of the party lines 

  

In the cultural exchange program, artists are also 

brought to the United States, another way of bringing in 

espionage agentse 

The primary activity of everyone of Hoscow’s cultural 
delegates while in this country is to promote the Come 
munist world revolution « »« e« e Every Soviet foot- 
ball team, every athlete competing at an international 
sport event, Soviet scientists attending a Congress 
abroad, the Moscow Ballet performing in a western capi- 
tal or a group of Soviet artists at a film festival are 
invariably accompanied, by special agents of the Soviet 
secret police « « » o 

Our own country, by public or private sources, has not 

Spent money in the same measure that the Communist Party has 

in the cultural exchange programe But even if it might have, 

this feature would have been in most cases a “oneeway street." 

in the United States there are more than 52 million 
TV sets, mostly 21" sereen, as compared with 2 to 3 
miiiion TV sets in the Soviet Union, most 10" screen. 
The radio comparison is equally overwhelming. In the 
United States there are 475 million radios, as com- 
pared with 40 million in the Soviet Union. 

Again out of a population of 220,000,C0O Russians there 
are only &,000,000 card-carrying "Party Line" Commu- 
nists, These 4,000,000 are the "elite" and 4t is reason- 
able to assume that they own all the TV sets and one- 
fifth of the radio sets. No good Yankee trader Fey 
buy this deal on an even exchange program basise 
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No wonder the Party was agreeable to a cultural exchanged 

The Communist Party operates with "front organizations"™ . 

in its effort to influence public opinion and gain its ob- 

jectives in countries it does not controle 

% is impossible to realize the extent of Communist in-= 
fluence in American life without some knowledge of the 
"front" technianuee Except possibly during the War 
period, everything Labeled Communist is suspect to the 
average Gltizene Accordingly, if public opinion is to 
be influenced, it must be done in an indirect and con- 
cealed monner. To do this » the Communists evolved the 
masterful strategy of the "front" organization. The 
setting up of a front involves two main steps. The 
first is the discovery of a proper cause and label. The 
cause is usually some form of alleged injustice or a 
propoced reform which will arouse the interest of the 
PUDLICS 

When the issue is picked, the title decided, the case is 
presented dramatically to some "innocent," who is both 
prominent and willing to have his name used for a "good" 
causee His name is used as the bait to attract others, 
until a rather impressive list is obtained. Then the 
organization is announced publicly, funds are raised, 
and propaganda and pressure activities are begun. Come 
nunists, not generally known as such, do the work for 
such groups and occupy the active, in contrast to the F 
honorary offices. They determine policigs and direct 
the front in accord with the Party aimse 9 

Louis Fe Budenz, now an anti-Communist, tells how he 

himself "captured" a well-known writer to head a front | 

organizatione i 

Later in 1942, Jack Stachel, in line with a party deci- 
sion, called my attention to an article by a world~ 
famous writere Because he had once written favorably 
about me in a book about the labor movenent, it was 
decided that I would be the best person to "educate" 
him and guide him into our preserves e e e e E 
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We met in his room at a New York hotel. It didn't 
take much pressuring on my part to steer the man in 
the "right" path l 

The Communist Party uses these "Innocent" followers for 

their ovm purpose of influencing a nation, yet even the 

Party members are amused at "intellectuals" and "profession= 

ais" tho bite on the party-line morsel of "liberality." 

Certain of the celebrities were such easy marks for our 
schemes that they were the butt of contemptuous jests 
in leading party circles. I recall Daily Worker staff 
meatings, when I was its editor, that rocked with 
laughter’ at the expense of famous intellectuals who 
pre tended to think for) themselves yet goose-stepped 
on the Line we drew. 

it is certainly advisable to mention some "fronts" which 

the CPUSA has used. Among the young people there is the 

“Anerican Youth for Democracy "22 "Youth Against the House 

Un-American Activities Committee," "Harlem Youth Congress, "473 

and the "Labor Youth Leagues"2>"* other fronts are "National 

Negro Congress," "International Workers Order," “Independent 

Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences, and Profassions 

(IeCoCeo)o"™22 One front is working right in the heart of 
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Washineston, De Se among the congressmen! It is called the 

"Emergency Civil Liberties Committee." 

& mamber of Congress who is approsched, for example, 
lobbyist Clark Foreman would learn from lobbying reports 
which are on file merely that this individual represents 
the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, whose purpose 
is "“yrotection of constitutional rights." Ths real sig- 
nificance of the pressures exerted upon Members of Con= 
gress by this organization and a number of others with 
registered agents in Washington is revealed only through 
such records as those eompiled by the House Committee 
on Un-American Activities, ‘ 

After extended investigation and hearings, the House 
Committee . » e formally advised the Congress in its 
annual report for 1958 that e « « the Emergency Civil 
Libertics Committee, established in 1951, although rep- 
resenting itself as a non-Communist group sotgally 
operates as a front for the Communist Party 15 

Anyone seeking more information on Communist “fronts"™ can 

obtain it by writing to the Attorney General of the United 

States, for there are hundreds of such fronts {197 

This whole subject takes on a very real meaning when we 

realize that the sainted Dr. Walter A. Maier was attacked by 

a Gommunist front group called "Friends of Democracy." His 

sermons and articles published in the Walther League Messen= 

ger were called “pro-Fascist" and Naivisive "153 
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While the work of the Communist Party in the field of 

front organizations is thorough, it is still limited and 

hampered in its operations, A more prolific method they 

found; was to enter into the thousands upon thousands of 

organizations that exist in free America. This is called 

infiltrations 

Not to be confused with Communist fronts are the various 
infiltrated organizations. <A front is organized by 
the Party and for the Party. An infiltrated group was 
organized for a legitimate purpose by citizens loyal 
prinarily to the United States. - Subsequent to its 
formation, Communists by 58 various devices, have obtained 
Some degree of control. 

in nearly every sphere of our American life, Comnunist 

infiltration appears. The theme of the book, Witness 

Whittaker Chambers, concerns the way in which the Party has 

  

cone to high positions in Washington D. Ce Sad to say, 

much damage has already taken place by such infiltrations 

The Potsdam policy in West Germany is an examples. 

» e o American Communists . « « used their influence in 
governnent to force a harsh peace upon Germany. Through 
their control of certain influential officiais in the 
Treasury Department at the time, they agitated for the 
Potsdam agreement « « « » TH95 result has been an 
unworkable economic programs 

This influence of the Communist Party in our government was . 

noted again in the secret Yalta paperse At Yalta it was 
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agreed to surrender Poland to the Soviet Union without any 

election in spite of promises made to Polish government-in- 

exile; a huge section of Germany was to be given to Red Po«~ 

land and the rest put under the Russian masters; Japanese 

and Chinese territory were promised Stalin if Russia would 

join in the war against Japan, when Japan was already almost 

  

prostrate § Who is to be blamed for this agreement at Yalta? 

Besides blaming President Roosevelt for his self=love, gulli- 

bleness, and Russoephilism, the cause for American weakness 

rests with the presidential advisors who were under Commu- 

nists, or under their influence§ 

Alger Hiss was brought to Yalta as an “expert™ from the 
State Department. His influence there should not be 
magnified. However, James F. Byrnés saw him "frequently 
consulted by live Hopkins and Mr. Stettinius® in the 
conference room, and Hiss himself later testified before 
a Gongressional committee that "I helped formulate the 
Yalte agreement to some extent." Indeed-he did. Some 
of his handwritten notes went back and forth between 
President Roosevelt and himself. At the plenary 
sessions, the three heads of state and the senior offi- 
cials sat at a great round table. Where was Alper Hiss? 
He sat with Harry Hopkins behind the president.t6l 

How much influence from the Party was exerted for the 

Korean truce is not known, but the influence of the Party is 

still considerable. The question iss If the CPUSA is worke 

ing in the highest branches of government, in how many lesser 

actions taken by the government is-there Communist influence | 

and guidance? This paper will not go any farther into 
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this tremendous field. Yet a warning is in line to watch 

the United Nations, in waich Communist influence is easily 

discernible, 

The seme Lack of serious minded concern is reflected 
by the way Christians are being advised to eulogize 
the United Nations Organization on every possib 
occasion « o « « But cage same Christians ignore the 
so-cailed “Little Unitcd Nations Organization" which has 
established itself as the voise of the suffering nations 
whe have no place in the UNO, 

Commumist infiltration in state and county governments, it 

can be assumed, is proceeding as the Party thinks it neces- 

Saryo Ron Arnold, a former Communist, describes the local 

Comminist subversive activity in the State of Washington, 

The Communists deceptively registered as Democrats. 
Prior to the King County Democratic caucus, tne Rear! net 
to map strategy and select the candidate which 
would push for the nominations. How well I neuenbee 
assembling at the Senator Hotel with the comrades for 
the caucus itself. We carefully spread ourselves 
throughout the hall. At the proper time certain ones 
rose to Laud fellow Communists as faithful Democrats 
qualified for the office under considerations Quite a i 
number of those recommended were nominated, and sub= 
soquont}y elected to: city council, county Officers, { 

Communist infiltration is general and far reachinge For 

this paper it is necessary only to point out a few places by 

way of example. Regarding newspapers and magazines, 
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There is no important magazine or newspaper in the 
country. bat is not Communist-penetrated to some 
degree. 

Taking a look at Hollywood, it is evident that decency 

and patriotism still exist at this place in great measure, 

however, the following is included as a timely warning of 

Communist infiltration, 

Kirk Douglas, head of Bryna Productions, has produced 
Spartacus, based on a novel by Howard Fast=-a well- 
known American communist who left the party apparatus 
a few years ago but still clings to the same beliefs 
he had when an official member of the party} Douglas 
hired Dalton Trumbo to write the film script for 
Spartacus; Trumbe is one of the leading communists in 
Hollytiood « « ee 6 

An example of infiltration in youth organizations of 

our country is with the Girl Scouts. In February 1953 

issue of "Leader" magazine the Girl Scouts were asked to 

read the works of. Langston Hughes and Dorothy Canfield 

Fisher, whom the House Committee on Un-American Activities 

pointed out were associated with from 71-680 and 11-20 Com- 

munist Front Organizations respectively .266 

Examining the field of labor for Communist infiltra- 

tion, Louis F. Budeng, former Communist leader, makes the 

following revelation back in 1948, 
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The Communists don't just get up in a union meeting 
and say forthrightly, "We're moving in." Their ways 
are dark and devious. They are masters of the smear, 
adept at worming into key offices and committees, un-= 
surpassed at spreading dissension and confusion, and 
extraordinarily clever at manipulating stupid, gulli- 
ble and power-hungry labor leaders. 

In another paragraph he adds, 

During the years in which I wes a Communist party meme 
ber, orgenizer, and editor, I helped develop this tech- 
niaque. I have seen it onerate many times under direct 
orders from Moscow, to bring a labor union under the 
domination of Communists whose every act was motivated 
by a fanatical devotion to the interests of Soviet 
Russia alone. I know of no union in which the Commu- 
nists comprise more than a small minority, but_a minor- 
ity that often is able to control thousands. 

The above quotation is sufficient to prove the existence of 

Communism’s infIuenee among our working people, many 6f 

whom are members of the Christian Church$ 

Communist subversion is also real in the field of 

American education. The Daughters of the American Revolution 

have examined with the ald of the 1958 Report of the 

California Legislature on Teachers’ Guides the whole field of 

education, history, geography, soclal science, arithmetic, 

biology, citizenship, civics, chemistry, economics, litera= 

ture, music, guidance and personal adjustment. While in 

each of these branches Communist subversion is evident, a 

quotation from the Daughters' findings, in the realm of 

social science will suffice, 
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It is characteristic of the social science approach to 
history that while the government of the United States 
is described as a "democracy" and seldom as a represent- 
ative republic, Soviet Russia and China are tte pene Na 
called Mropublicse! Another quirk is the emphas 
upon the Bill of Rights rather than upon the original 
instrunent, the Constitution. While the First and 
Fifth Amendments are fully and frequently brought into 
discussion, little or nothing is said about the threat 
of internal Communist subversion and the misuse of 
these amendments for the protection of spies and trai- 
tors » © oe o At the same time, there is no interest in 
the significance of the Tenth Amendment which guarantees 
the several states against Federal encroachments. The 
welfare state is not challenged in a single text. The 
student is never warned that the government does not 
"provide" anything except what it dispenses from the 
taxpayor 's pockete~ . 

  

From sll appearances the most touchy field of Commumist 

i filtration and subversion is the area of religion. Fron 

what has been written before, the reader is acquainted 

sufficiently with Commmism to Imow that Communists have no 

hankering for religion, but will use religion as any other 

medium to accomplish their ends. The recent stir made by the 

4ir Reserve Training Manual only brought to light the 

already mown fact that Communist influence among religious 

people was real. The portion of the manual which was spe= 

cifically objected to by the National Council of Churches of 

Christ in the Ue Se Ae was the following, 

The National Council of Churches of Christ in the UsSeA. 
officially sponsored the Revised Standard Version of 
the Bible. Of the 95 persons who served in this pro= 
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ject, 306 have been affiliated — pro~Communist fronts, 
projects, and publications . . «169 

To this quotation the NCC made two charges: "To aver 

by innuendo that the National Council of Churches is asso- 

ciated or in any way influenced by the Communist Party is 

an example of irresponsibility at its worst « « « »"70 in 

answer to this it is only necessary to hear Richard Arens, 

staff director of the Committee on Un-American Activities, 

Hey I first say, ir. Chairman, in view of the Secre- 
tary 's repudiation of the information sonveyes respect- 
ing the National Council of Churches of Christ in Aner- 
ica, the Chairman issued a statement to the effect that 
the leadership of the National Council of Churches of 
Christ in the United States of America had hundreds or 
at least over 100 affiliations with Communist fronts 
and causes. Since then we have made careful, but yet 
incomplete checks, and it is a complete understatement. 
Thus fer of the leadership of the National Council of 
Churches of Christ in America, we have found over 100 
persons in leadership capacity with either Communist- 
front records or records of service to Communist causes. 
The aggregate affiliations of the leadership, instead 
of being in the hundreds as the chairman first indica= 
ted, is now, according to our latest count, into the 
thousands, and we have yet to complete our check, which 
would certainly suggest, on the basis of the authorita~ 
tive sources of this committee, that the statement that 
there is infiltration of fellow-travelers in churches 
and educational institutions is a complete under= 
statement.1 

The second charge of the NCC wass "To imply some rela- 

tionship between the Revised Standard Version of the Holy 
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Bible and Conmunism is insidious and absurd." In answering 

this, verification will not come from a Lutheran monthly, 

  

which minimized the problem by saying, 

fie also sent him a booklet issued by Circuit Riders, 
Ineo 2 a dissident Methodist group, al see tne that 3° of 
the 95 scholars who worked on the Revised Standar 
Version of the Bible were Communist-tainted. 

This gives the impression that a small group of complainers 

are possibly making an unjust statemente The proof which 

should have heen given comes from such a reliable source 

as the Committee on UnsAmerican Activities. Francis Ee 

Walter said, 

It merely states that of the 95 persons who served in 
the project which they sponsored, 30 have been affil~= 
dated with pro-Communist fronts, projects, and publi- 
cationse 

I think that 1s a great example to show a youngster. 

I toc, teught in military schools, in the Navy; naval 
aviation, actually. And I know that the only way to | 
make these kids understand is to give them an example 
ef somethings : 

Here you are not charging this National Council with | 
anythinge I think you are depriv: people who ought 
to know just exactly how these enemies of ,gurs operate, | 
just what kind of cloak they get behinds 

What Circuit Riders, Ince, stated is truee “The charge | 

that 30 out of the 95 people who collaborated on the RsSeVe 
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had front records was and remains documented beyond caval. "7+ 

On the basis of the above information it is absolutely nec- 

essary to be careful of the ReSeVe Communist infiltration 

nay be the reason why there are so many objections to this 

version by conservative Bible scholars. However, Communist 

infiltration should hot be thought of as restricting itself 

vo the NCC but in every church body one must be on the look-~ 

out for those espousing Red causes and spreading the false 

hope of a socialistic utoplae ; 

The last method Communism uses to gain control of a 

country is the dangerous plea for more business and trade. 

How much our own country is trading with Russia is difficult 

te say, but we know that trade is going on to some extent.!79 

4nd then, what of other countries? The danger of this 

economic trade is well-expressed by Dre Robert Loring Allen, 

a Speclalist in international trade, 

I think it plays a very important role. “I think it may 
play even the most important roles 

Several paragraphs later he continues, 

I think that the Soviet Union may well be. inereasingly 
Looking to trade as a way to carry uence where) 
ideolocy cannot work, where military action is dnadvis~ 
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able, and where direct political pres#yze ee « is 
not feasible 8s a weapon of conquest. 

When countries depend upon Russia or Red China for trade, 

they will naturally be inclined to follow suggestions and 

plans of the Communist Party in the United Nations Organi- 

Zation, And if the Communist Party should ever gain con-= 

trol of such a strategic group, world domination is dom- 

paratively simplee Dre Allen siso states, 

4A geod example is 2 I think, the problem of the admiss- 
ion of Red China to the UN. This is a big deal to tne 
Communist areae They think this is terribly important, 
and everywhere they can, they are emphasizing the imq= 
portance of the People's Republic as opposed to the 
Nationalists in the UN. Over a period of years I 
think Soviet economic activities have influenced some 
countries > 

Clearly Egypt has recognized Red China, and now favors 
the accaptance of the People's Republic credentials as 
opposed to those of the Naticnalist Government. This 
is the denger, that a country unwittingly, perhaps un- 
willingly, wilt give up things in the field of interyo, 
national affairs that are harmful to the free world. 

Another aspect of trade with the Soviet empire is the 

moral question posed by Dre Arthur Voobus, 

People, to be sure, get cheap materials from Commue — 
nists, but all are the products of slaverye The people 
get corn, but it has been robbed from peasants. The 
people get many other wares, byt these bear the traces 
of blood and marks of tearse= 
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The free world does well if it trades among its own 

kind. The Communist kiss of trade will only lead to the 

kiss of tragedy. 

In swmary, Communism, by reason of its godless philos- 

ophy, its corrupting influence on man, its militant attack 

on religion, and its sinister scheme for world control is 

the Christian Church's severest enemy today. 

  

 



  

Part 1," Reader's Digest (Jane, a PPe ae 

CHAPTER IV 

SUGGESTED CHRISTIAN ACTION FOR THE FUTURE 

The Christian's Determination    
World War III has started’ If Christians are to be a- 

roused to the danger of the Communist Party as it wields the 

power of the beast of Revelation thirteen, each one must be 

convinced that this battle which Communism is waging is real. 

Make no mistake about it, the struggle ahead is reale 
The Communists are determined, rugged and treacherous 
enemies et 

Communism is not a mere dream which someone has con= 

jJured up and will evaporate upon waking. Communists are 

out for the kill§ 

Communist theory holds that the whole world is a bate 
tlefield upon which opposing forces are locked in a 
titanic contest of indefinite duration « « » « 

peggy 
In a world map prepared by the International Services 

of Information Foundation, Ince, small flags are placed 

wherever Russian and Seviet enterprises and chereti oes. 

appeared. As one views the map it is apparent that the Pine 
ats ater y si 

Communist Party has literally filled the four corners. of 
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the world. Of this map Ulius Louis moss states, — 

Connect the points shown on this map with the net of 
Soviet embassies and consulates and the net of Con- 
munist Parties, and you can then visualize the entire 
plan of the Soviet plot against the Western World-<a 
plot aimed at securing all necessary strategic posi- 
tions and possibilities in order to overthrow at one 
stroke the unwary Western World lulled into a false 
Sense of security by co-existence and peaceful compe- 
tition songs. 

It must be emphasized that the Communist plan for 

world conquest obviously includes the destruction of Ameri- 

Cae For there is a Red plan for S-Day, a plan to take over 

America on Soviet-Day, which plan they have been preparing 

for thirty-five years. Stanislaw Mikolajezyk affirms, 

In Russia today men and women of every nation are now 
being trained and schooled for the day when they will 
return to their native lands, which they know so inti- 
mately, to rule under direct command from Moscow. Sta- 
lin trains Frenchmen to rule France, Italians to rule 
Italy, Englishmen to rule England, Latins to rule the 
Latin countries, Japanese to rule meres Chinese to 
rule China, Indians to rule India, b acks to e 
blacks and Americans to rule America « « s « 

And lest anyone think that Communist plans for the world 

and for the control of America could only happen at some 

fareaway, future dute, listen to the following testimony, 

revealing that the Communists have planned, 

e ce e that it would take two five year plans to consol- 
idate their strength in the far east and two more five 
year plans to encirele and degenerate the United States, 
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resulting in their surrender without an Atomic Hydro- 
gen War, making the pentative date for World Conquest 
ABOUT THE YEAR 1973. 

it is equally obvious that if America is once in the 

control of the Communist Party, no other nation will remain 

free. The result will be that the Christian Church will 

  

experiences a nersecution such as it has never knowne 

Can anything be done about the Church's deadliest ene= 

ny, the Commnist Party? Is it inevitable that Communism 

will rule the world? How does the individual church member 

feel about this? As the Missouri Lutheran goes about his 

daily work, reads his evening paper, scans the weekly news : 

Magazine, that are his convictions? 

The future could redeem the past or it could confirm it. 
But it will redeem nothing unless the question of the 
inevitability or otherwise of the developments of the : 
immediate past is first squarely and honestly faced. : 
For either you believe that these things were inevie ? 
table or you believe that they could have been helped. 

if you believe that. they were inevitable--that all 
these developments could npt have been helpec¢=-then 
wou sre already a Marxist. 

The Commmist Party passionately desires to be the philos- 

ophy of tomorrow. Should Christians rise up against it 

while it is still day? What suggestions should Christians ~ i 

give to their fellow Americans and to the free world? f 
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Whittaker Chambers says of Communists, 

Their power « v e because in a large measure the rest 
of the world has lost that power, ia the power to hold 
convicticns and to act on theme 

But Christians do have definite convictions, convictions 

which inspire them to defend their faith and Church, their 

nation and the free world, and all of mankind. 

in the first place, Christians are convinced by the 

Yord of God that the basic struggle in this world is 

Spiritual, 

Economies is not the central problem of this centurye 
it is a relative problem .« » « e Faith is the central 
problem of this agee The Western world does not know 
it, but it alreasy possesses the answer to this 
problem o o o e 

And St. Paul says, 

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against 
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of 

? this world, against spiritual wicked- the darimess o 
ness in high places. (Ephesians 6:12 

This struggle is especially between Christ and the devil. 

It was discussed at some length in a previous chaptere 

Secondly, Christians are convinced by the Word of God 

of the ultimate victory of the Lord Jesus Christ. While the 

Comuunist Party is at present the chief manifestation of the 

beast of Revelation thirteen, and it is true that a growing 

number of nations are coming under its control, thus ful- 
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filling Revelation thirteen, verse sevens "And it was given 

unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome thems 

and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and 

nations," yet the final victory is Christ's! Revelation 
fourteen, verse fourteen tells of the coming of the Son of 

man, having on his heed u golden crown, and in his hand a 

sharp sickle." Revelaticn fifteen brings the triumphant 

Song of Moses which is sung before the Lord Christ, saying in 

verse fours "Who shall not fear thee, 0 Lord, and glorify 

thy name? for thou only art holys for all nations shall 

come and worship before thee; for thy judgments are made 

nanifest." The victory of Christ is set forth also in 

Revelation seventeen, verse fourteens “These shall make war 

with the Lomb, and the Lamb shall overcome thems for he 4s 

. Lord of lords, and King of kings « o e «" An overpowering 

vision of the ascended and ruling Christ is presented in the 

nineteenth chapter of Revelation, verses eleven to sixteene 

The grandeur is so sublime and inspiring for all Christians 

that a complete quotation is faith-strengthenings ; 

4nd I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and 
he that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and 
in righteousness he doth judge and make war. His eye 
were as a flame of fire, and on his head were many 
crowns; and he had a name written, that no man knew 
but he himself, And he was clothed with a vestw : 
dipped in bloods and his name is called The Word 
God. And the armies which were in heaven fol 
upon white horses } clothed in fine linen, whi' 
Cleane And out of his mouth goeth a sharp s¥ 
with it he should smite the nationss and he sh 
rule them with a rod of irons and he treadeth 
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prees of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. 
And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name 
written, KING OF KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS. 

in the twentieth verse of this same chapter we see the 

beast cf Revelation meet his just judgments "And the beast 

Was taken and « u o cast alive into a lake of fire burning 

with brimstone." All the power of men which was used to 

harm the Church and Christians mist finally be punished 

with eternal damnation. The Communist Party, using the 

power of this world against the Church and mankind during 

its rise and brief reign, shall come to an end. Christ is 

the Victore Christ rules the nations and not the principle 

of the class struggle. 

This ultimate victory of Christ is also taught by the 

Lord when he said, concerning His Church: “. e e the gates 

of hell shall not prevail against it." (Hatthew 16:18) 

While persecutions will come against the Church, it shail   
endure § 4 

Thirdly, Christians will not capitulate to Communism 

but will rather rise to defend their faith for they believe 

in the positive value of the Christian religions This con= 

viction stems from an inner assurance thet the Bible is the 

Word of Gode Behold, what strength this Word has given to 

Christians under the heel of the Communist Party! 

Yet the East German Church leaders are confident that — 
in spite of everything Verbum Dei manet in Aeternumg 
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e » » and they ere fighting a good fight which is de- 
serving of our prayersel0 

From God's Word the Christian finds a correct view of 

mane tian is not a mere product of evolution, theistically 

or atheistically conceived, but the creation of God. Nor is 

man a being who merely exists, making some mistakes, and do= 

ing some things right; but man is a sinner. Original sin is 

the reason for man's contrariness and pride. Actual sins are 

numerous and varied and give proof of the sinfulness of mane 

And, man is more than a physical body; he has a soul. 

Whittaker Chambers ably describes the soul of man as he ana= 

lyzes the words of a girl who could not understand why her 

father left the Communist Partye 

A child of Reason and the 20th Century, she knew that 
there is a logic of the minde She did not know that 
the soul hes a logic that may be more compelling than 
the mind's. She did not know at all that she had 
swept away the logic of the mind, the logic of history, 
the logic of politics, the myth of the 20th Century, 
with five annihilating wordss one night he heard 
sereams,~1 <ip e 

  

But man; body and soul, has also been redeemed by the right= 

eous acts and bitter suffering and death of the Son of Godse 

More than that, in every Christian God’s Spirit by the Word 

and through the Sacrament of the Altar strengthens | ; 

lead a life of kindness, uprightness and sanctifica 
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It is obvious that from the Bible the Christian ha 

found his God. His God is not a collective group of pec 

as a Party; nor is He the governing body of a region, ca 
the state; but his God is the God of heaven and earth, ie 

"greater than man, or state, or society, or the whole created a 

universe," or "history. nl2 This God is the triune God, Father, sy 
Son and Holy Ghost. 

— 

To eat, to breathe 
to beget. 
Is this all there is 
Chance configuration of atom against atom 

of god against god 
I cannot helieve ite 
Come, Christian Triune God who lives, 
Here am I 13 
Shake the world agains 

This is the God woo satisfies the soul of man and grants an 

inner peace which passes all understanding. This God can 

' lead Communists to the realization: “I could never be a com= 

plete man without God." to believe in this God does not 
Stagnate or stupefy man, but elevates him to the high poss 

tion ot being a child of God. Contrast knowledge of Goa with z 

What a denial of God does to many , 

Morel mack ce dieitée toners tannaatte has evoly e 
some primeval slime. Separate man from God and 
only a beaste Deny God and you remove man fr 
lical background. Today's cimdamental philos 

12 ; 
Charles W. Lowr Communds 2 and Shrist (New 

Morehouse-Gorham Cos, 18 9 Pe eee 

l3prancis A, Schaeffer, "The Modern Drifts Is 
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humanism by which we mean man without God. Remove God 
and you prepare the way for the religion of the state 
and then the state is ripe for conspiracy which, simply 
intends to deify the state and enslave mankind. 

The triune God, whom Christians worship, shall inspire them 

to seek and keap the freedom of the nation and the freedom 

of all mankind. 

Our only real defense against Communism, or any other 
form of tyranny, is God§ Without Him we cannot keep 
our freedou. In fact, we will not even want to keep 
it, for yithout Him we will have lost the capacity for 
freedom. 

And faith in His Word is such that Christians iknow that in 

time Communism shall be a thing of the paste 

There has never been a society or a nation without God. 
But history is cluttered with the wreckage of nations 
that became indifferent to God, and died.+7 

The Christian turns to the. triune God in prayer. He is ever 

near and always mighty to help§ 

Worshiping God, the Christian knows how to handle the 

material aspects of this life. While he recognizes the needs 

of his body, the necessities of the family, his church, com= 

mmity, and country, he does not make a god of the earthly. 

He has found his God in the Trinity. In his economic plans 

he places the spiritual needs of men first and lays aside a 

  

13cameron A. MacKenzie, "Letter to Robert Maschke," 
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Proportionate share of his time, talents, and treasure to 

Spread the precious news of the only Savior. He also uses 

economic means to help the less fortunate in his community, 

Nation, and throughout the world. In all this the Christian 

ds happy=-<happy that God is first in his thoughts, happy that 

he is not a slave to things, happy that God has given him the 

Sincere desire to help others rather than to hurt and harm 

his fellownen. 

Should life turn against the Christian, should persecu- 

tions arise against him, the Christian also Imows how to take 

sufferings» 

Werely to accept suffering is not sufficient to maintain 

had beck brcinvesheg celled 12 a tecnse of Mleaton,” cs 
"having a purpose." 8 

The Ghristien has the assurance that God governs all of life, 

even the amount of sufferings in his life. Nothing happens 

vo the Christian by chance. Out of love for his Savior, the 

Christian willingly suffers, rememboring what his Lord did 

for him to redeem him. The believer confidently knows the 

end of life, death, is not really an end, but a beginning of 

a better existence in heavene 

The Christian sees another value of the Christian Church 

in that it inspires man to act from love and not from hates 

e e » love, friendliness, compassion, neighborliness, 

e@usegen 
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tenderness » « » » These add up to a far healthier dy- 
namic for life than hatred can ever bee+9 

As the Christian loves, he also has an affection for the 

individual, remembering that his God went out of the way for 

individual sinners, Communists are utopians, the individual 

is wnimportant. The Party has a callous disregard even for 

the members! personal ayes The Seriptures emphasize 

that each individual is to decide in his own mind and soul 

Whether he will accept the Savior. To every Christian God 

bestows gifts and looks forward to the work which each be- 

liever will bring to further the body of Christ, the Church. 

Each Christian is also expected to make his own judgments on 

the basis of the Word of God and the Spirit of God in him as 

to what is right and wronge The Christian does not pass this 

responsibility to others, to a church, or to a Partye When 

a@ Communist comes to see this inner need for decision in the 

field of morality, he will speak as did Whittaker Chambers, 

It is just as evil to kill the Tzar and his family and 

tuo miliion peasants or slave laborers to deathe2t 
The positive value of the Christian Church on earth is 

So great that when Christians seriously think on these things 
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the list of blessings becomes endless. Who can speak suf~ 

ficient praise for the Church in its rejection of infanti- 

cide as well as rejecting "mercy killing" of "undesirable" 

elements of society, the sick, the aged, the minority groupsé 

What blessings the Church has brought to the status of wome 

eng fhe abolition of slavery and slave labor is constantly 

on a decline where men are Christians§ Monogamy in mar- 

riage is a blessing which the Church fosters. Then think of 

the work of the Christian Church and Ghristians in the “une 

precedented developments in medicine, nursing, and hospitals, 

Social services, the care of the aged, the incurable, and the 

mentally 111, and psychiatry, with its remarkable emphasis 

upon the individual, his problems, history, dignity, and 

worth.""" Hore credit should be given to those Christians 
in the field of science who have been blessings to this 

World. Surely the Church has been instrumental in 

e e o the dawn of the age of reason, the birth and prog- 
ress of modern science, the rise of democracy, and in- 
suntrs ae and technical revolutions still in full 
swing. 

The Christian is convinced of what a tremendous blessing the 

Church has been and will continue to be for all mankind, 

22Loury, De Gites Pe 1566 
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Kan cannot organize the world for himself without God; 
withgnt God man can only organize the world against 
Dane< 

The Christian is definitely certain that the Christian re- 

ligion is not an opiate, neither a tranquilizing drug, but 

a vitamin and food for the soul of man, constantly revolu- 

tionizing life for the good of mane Faith in the Lord Jesus 

Christ 

e e » is far more revolutionary than Communism. Com- 

his cnvivonment, jus econonie setting. “Christ's revo 
% lution begins w phing changing society by transforming 

the individual 2 

There are sufficient reasons for the Christian to de- 

fend and propagate the faith he holds so dear and beneficial 

to mankind. Christians surely agree with Bishop Fulton J. 

Sheen's statement that "1t takes a faith to conquer a 

faith."@6 me christian has this faith, the true Christian 
faith, founded upon God's Word, the Bible, more dynamic and 

more meaningful than Communism. If this means death to the 

Christian, what then? Surely the Christian will not be "con- 

tent to enjoy ice cream and watch a television set while the 

Whole world staggers to destructione"@7 The Christian will 
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demonstrate that his faith in Christ is as much value to him 

as the belic? of a Communist. 

& Stalinist anywhere in the world is ready to give his 
life at the drop of a hat if the Communist Party so OTng 
ders. Are we aS zealous about defending our heritage? 

The mood of this age and the impression of many people in our 

World is that religion, and especially Christianity has icst 

its inspiring quality. 

4t the heart of the crises of our times lies the cold 
belief of millions, avowed or unavowed, that the death 
of religious faith is seen in nothing so much as in the 
fact thay it has lost its power tc move anyone to die 
for ite 

The Christian will cherish in his heart the vision of the 

ascended and victorlous Christ as portrayed in Revelation 

nineteen, He will also remember the words of a great Ameri- 

can patriot, "But as for me, give me liberty or give ne 

deathe"3° The Christian will keep uppermost in mind that it 

is not important whether he lives or dies, but that the 

Christian Gospel may. continue on this earth, that others may 

know the truth and comfort of the Christ. As the believer 

maintains and spreads his faith he will be giving others the 

strength needed to live and to die for God. 
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That is why Communism is the central experience of the 
first half of the 20th century, and may be its final 
experience--will be, unless the free world » » » over= 
comes its crises by discovering, in suffering and pain, 
@ power of faith which will provide man’s mind « « e« 
with the same two certainties: a reason to live and a 
reason to die3t 

The sainted Dr. Walter A. Waier provides an example for the 

type of persecution which may occur immediately when a 

Christian rises to defend his faith. Note this man's courage§ 

& member of the Communist Political Association in St. 
Louis warned me that he and his comrades were talking 
down every word I uttered and that the time was coming 
when they would use every syllable against me. But I 
offered, and this holds for any of you, to send them a 
full copy of each message, and thus save them consider- 
able trouble and expense. At the same time I told them 
that no minister of the Lord Jesus Christ could ever be 
intinidated by the threats or the practices of 
atheists 32 

The Christian is determined to defend the Christian 

faith against the schemes and atheistic propaganda set forth 

by the Communist Party, his deadly foe. 

A Courageous Clergy and a Consecrated Laity 

4nd I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they 
Shall prophecy a thousand two hundred and threescore 
days, clothed in sackcloth. These are the two olive 
trees, and the tuo candlesticks standing before the 
God of the earth, And if any man will hurt them, fire 
proceédeth out of their mouth, and devoureth their 
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enemiess and if any man will hurt them, he must in 
this manner be killed. (Rev. 1123-5) 

These words of the vision of St. John refer to all true wite 

nesses of the Gospel, but how much more should they not 

refer to every Christian pastor. Christian people willingly 

mite into congregations for the purpose of edification 

through the Word and with the Word to evangelize the world. 

Christians look to their pastors for guidance and instruc- 

tion. In the defense of the Church against Communism it is 

the responsibility of each pastor, and each professor at the 

Schools of the church, to recognize the evils of Comunism, 

to warn his hearers, and to do all in his power to encourage 

the spread of the Gospel of the Saviore 

There is no place in the heart and mind of the Christian 

pastor for indifference towards Communism. The Communist 

Party "dces realize that religion is its most potent foe,"33 

and hence, the pastor cannot treat Commmism with aloofness 

and unimportance. 

Nor can the Christian pastor permit himself to be even 

tenporarily.deceived into believing that Communism is a 

friend of the Church. One cannot afford to listen to the 

many liberal theologians in Europe and in America, who give 

the impression of independent judgment, but who have only 

succumbed from wealmess or fear to the philosophy of Karl 

333, Edgar Hoover, Hasters of Deceit, pe 330.  
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Marx, Listen for oxample, to Karl Barthe 

Das irrtumliche Selbstbewusstsein des zu spat gekomm-= 
enen Volkes in der litte Europas is noch nicht heraus. 
Ist aufgeraumt mit der These, dass Marxismus Antie 
christentum ist? Hat aie Kirche eingesehen, dass im 
Materialismus des Marxismus etwas stevkt von der Bot- 
Schaft von der suferstehung des Fleisches?. 

Christian pastors are being influenced to think that loyalty 

to Christ demands wmity of action with the Communists, Pase 

tors cannot consider Communism a form of "primitive Chrise 

tianity,"35 nor even an appearance of “liberal Christiani- 

ty,"36 neither "to see in Communisn merely a "Christian 

heresy, 17 Pastors must constantly be on guard, not mere= 

ly for those who are known by all to carry the Label "pinko" 

but for any voica which speaks in glowing or conciliatory 

terms about Communism. Listen to Hewlett Johnson praise 

atheistic Communisme 

© e e an order which has for its goal the highest, most 
intimate and most subtle integration of man with man 
as veal brotherhood, of mankind based upon equality 
of freedom, that I am conscious of something splendid, 
heart-elevating and fruitful in the Union of Soviet 
Scclalist Republics and see there not an enemy but an 38 
ally of all that is best in the religions of the world. 
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What does a Christian pastor do when a statement is 

issued from a religious source behind the Iron Curtain, or 

&@ public statement is made by a delegate from a church of 

a Communist-controlled nation? Remembering what was set 

forth in a previous chapter that heads of churches are also 

Spies, or at least public propagandists for the Soviet sys- 

tem, the Christian pastor must look with suspicion upon 

What is said. Such Communist Party-appointed officials 

must follow the Party line or they--or their heads will be 

Yremovedj Arthur Voobus reports what happened at the World 

Council of Churches which met at Evanston some years ago, 

e e « the Soviets hastened to send their "churchmen," 
and these were received on an eaual basis with the 
free churches of the West. These men appointed by the 
godless rule were gullibly accepted as brilliant 
Christian leaders§ . « » « Such cooperation between 
Soviet "churches" and Protestant Christianity opened 
new important channels for the Soviet conspiracy. Not 
only would it help to stifle eventual attempts for the 
awakening to alertness and Christian consciousness in 
the West, but would also guarantee a flow of dangerous 
pro aganda and a subversive effort for the weakening 
of Protestant Christianity.39 

What of those Christians who have fled the Iron Curtain? 

Did they have a voice at Evanston? 

It must be mentioned that at this time when the Soviet 
CGlergymen were free to develop their activities and 
the schedule could be changed and time found for these 
communist delegates for their propaganda, time could 
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not be found when the delegates from the churches in 
exile, who have felt the teeth of the Red Leviathan 
and had Sope thing Serious to say, asked for the same 
privilege. * 

Regarding the Lutheran World Federation which met at Mine 

neapolis in 1957 one cannot agree with the statement regard- 

ing the Lutheran leaders from Iron Curtain countries made by 

the Minnesota District of the Lutheran Church--liissouri 

Synod: "We further declare that we in no way harbor any 

Suspicion that these delegates are supporters of the Com= 

munist ideology."2 such statements not only dull the minds 

of the listeners, but discourage those who, as Christians, 

Still live under the oppression of the Christiang most 

deadiy foe. 

e e e this activity is the surest way to discourage 
those people in the Soviet grip who still possess 
Soundness of conscience and mind and as such constitute 
the greatest spiritual obstacle in the way of indoc- 
trination. Such ones are thrown into a spirit of rese 
ignation all of which is in the interest of the 
Bolshevist cause. 

it is not easy for the Christian pastor to stand alone 

against such a formidable enemy as the Communist Partye 

One is inclined to seek comfort in the monolithic Roman 

Catholic Church and in dubious alliances with other Protes- 

tant Churches. The Roman Catholic Church is certainly no 

example for the Christian pastor in his defense of the 

et De 66. 
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Christian faith, Milovan Djilas hes had first-hand experi- 

ences in observing the Roman Ghurch work against its ene~- 

mies. He quotes from the words of a church prelate, 

When its existence is threatened, the church is freed 
of moral edicts. Unity as an aim blessed all maans: % 
perfidy, treachery, tyranny, simony, prison and death. ‘3 

Later Djilas comments on the above quotations "These words, 

too, sound as is’ they had been uttered by some contemporary 
Bly 

Communist." While the Christian pastor is thankful for any 

“above-board" success the Roman Church has had in its 

opposition to Communism, he wil2 not be inclined to go alcag 

With the following, 

I have found consolation in the thought that the Proto 
estant churches fortunately have not won all Chrise 
tianity, so that there is at least one strong church 
the Ropgn Catholie Church, whieh does not flirt with’ 
death, 

The Christian pastor has seen enough proof from history to 

Tecognize the weakness of the Roman Church toward Communisms 

Dr. Schwarzts view is more in keeping with the factse 

I presume you believe the Roman Catholic religion is 
the great barrier to Communism. Again, the facts con- 
tradict this. Italy, the home of Catholicism has the 
largest percentage of Communists in its population of NG 
any country in the worlds larger than Russia or Chinas 
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Should the Christian pastor turn to alliances and federa- 

tions of Protestant churches with the thought that in unity 

there is strongth, let him once again remember that in the 

Struggle with Commmism mere outward numbers is not the 

answer. Millions have fallen. The type of strength that is 

needed is spiritual strength which comes from the Word of 

God. Fear of Communism should not be a factor to drive a 

church body or individual pastors into the so-called "ec- 

umenical movement" of Church unity. 

Each Christian pastor must be convinced that he him- 

Self bears the first responsibility for the defense of the 

Church against the godless foe, Communisme 

No group in America has a more key responsibility than 
the clergy. The answer to communism must be on a spir- 

tion, the clergymen of ansrica must Ligne mon's.apyts 
with deep enthusiasm for the teachings of Christ. 

While the Christian pastor is willing to stand alone, 

yet in reality, he is not alone, for the ascended Christ and 

His Word, stands with him. Besides, he has the company of 
fellow pastors. Together with them he will study the Word 

of God for further enlightenment and couragee United in 

the bonds of Christian brotherhood, they can discuss the 

Menace of Communism, its deceptive propaganda, its methods 

and plans and suggest actions for the church to take in the 
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futura, The work of anti-Gommunism sust act only be done 

O28 cireult level, but at District and National Conventions 

8S well, 

in addition, the Ghvistian minister hes the flock over 

Which the Holy Spivit hes mude him an overseer and shepherde 

The pastor realizes that uo$ every member of hie fieck has 

the same dezrae of Ghristien conviction and consecraticie 

Ha knows thet his members Pace net omly a foe called Come 

tunism, bus the Lower as well as sophisticated forms of 

taterialism, 4s was sald ef the Ghureh in the West Zone of 

fernony is true for the Chuxeh of 4movicas “In Osten wird 

dex Matoriaiianne gelenzk, im Westen wird er gelabie™t® 

The Giuwwsh of Scotland veperts, 

in Surcpe, wiilions in our treditionally Ghristian cive 

flivation nave lost any vitel hold they ever had on the 

Christian Faith and Bthie, Astounding as is the 

advance ef galonce and technclogy, rich and welcome as 

ero the benefits ve have reaped, fnere is no doubt that 

Seuuiorism hes swept like a plague across the con= 

tinent. Spiritual values are stamped by secular in- 

terests in the daily life and thought of many, if nos 

of most poopla, and this has ied to sn apustasy from 

thea morai principles whieh, for the most part, havo, ., 

formed the basic structure of Western Civilizatione 

Dr, Alfred HW. Rehwinkel doscribes Christiens who have waslrened 

themseives through worldliness, 

Christians are not affecting the world, but have been 

affected by tha world. They have learned to think, to 

speak, to act, and to hate like the children of this 
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World. There is no noticeable difference between the 
ethical conduct of many Christians and the non-Chris- 
tians 2 and, hence, the Church has lost its power to 
resis ggne evil forces that are rampant in the world 
today. 

This then is the problem of the Christian pastor. To 

feed his flock so that it grows in sanctification, in con= 

viction and in consecration, the Christian pastor has some 

Godegiven tools-<the Word, prayer, and the Lord's Supper. 

The work of sanctification will not be easy. He is fight- 

ing against the flesh which is inclined to seek the easy 

Waye Perhaps the number of those who, while they are in 

the Church, do not vant the Church to be a very influential 

factor in their lives, is growinge A British Socialist de- 

Scribes the American church=goer, 

The theology he expects from his religious leaders is, 
therefore, less dogmatic than pastoral in character. 
It is help in failure, comfort in trouble, the organi- 
zation of a service on Sunday which makes him "feel 
good," or of social entertainment during the week 
which gives his family the opportunity for a modest 
pleasure, it is these that he expects his church and 
its pastors to provide. -It is not a challenge to the 
Worldliness of his daily routine so much as a compensa]= 
tion for activities that he assumes as the function of 
the church. The clergyman who is at war with the 
principles of an acquisitive society is not likely to 
retain his allegiance for any length of time. 

It is also important for the pastor as leader of the 

flock to stress the spiritual side of the Churche He, too, 
e 

can easily succumb to an outward, materialistic concept of 
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the Church and think he is building the Church by simply 

making a “must" out of a new building program, securing a 

new and greater organ, or adding a few blinds and audio~ 

Visual aids to the Sunday School programe 

The Church eannot be saved by o « o great cathedrals, 
beautiful liturgies, colorful robes or eloquent gen- 
eralities, If the énurch is to weather the present 
Storm, it must repent of its secularism and its worlde 
liness. It must translate the great principles of the 
Christian religion, and the teachings of Jesus into 
the lives of the people and again become a salt gnd a 
light in this world and a power to resist evile 

Yet, surveying the Lutheran Church in America and seoing its 

failings and weaimesses, the Christian pastor has this con- 

fidence that if he will speak up for the Church and the Sav- 

dor and present Christian principles in their true light 

and beauty, many will rally to the cause of the Savior. 

The message which the Christian pastor will bring from 

the pulpit as well as at meetings will be the Gospel of Je- 

sus Christ. Dre Robert Me Zorn, missionary to India said 

while visiting the writers "The message of the Church is 

the Gospel, not Anti-Communisme" No pastor can continually 

discuss facts or fictions of Marxism. There is a more im- 

portant subject to speak about. What Bible-believing, truth- 

telling pastors must hold before their hearers is, 

e e the Scriptural Savior, God's Son and Mary's, who ® 

with a love that passes our understanding and descrip- 
tion, suffered Himself to be nailed to the cross and 

72Ipid., Pe 138. 
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there died to restore us, our sins removed, to His 
heavenly Father, Because only He can make better men, 
a batter nation, a better world, America must go back 
to faith in His love, back to His cross, His blood, 
His atoning death, back to His Bible, His unbroken 
romises, and His sustaining Spirit. We need Him to- 
ay more than ever before. Preachers of His Word 

forget all side issues, point your people to the Cru= 
cified and lead ua to declare, "Thine, 0 Lord, is 
the .« . © victory.'J3 

A watered-down theology which makes little use of the Bible 

4s no means for Christian grovth, 

A social gospel which blinks at sin and hence does not 
understand the grace of God in Christ can help to PFO~ 9, 
duce a situation which Communism finds most congenial. 

J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI 9 agrees that the work of 

Christian pastors is to set forth Christ, the Savior. He 

Says that our resource against Communism is “the tremendous 

bower of God to turn men toward good « » « oe” Then he addss 

"Literally, the Gospel has the power to turn the world up= 

side down. That should be your missions"? But he reminds 
pastors to preach sermons at times "describing the frighte- 

ful challenge which Communism poses for the spiritual herit- 

age of America."9© pastors ought to take this seriously. 
How can our people understand the difference between Com- 

munism and Christianity if they are not led by the shep- 
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herd of God? If tho watchman on the towes does not cry a 

warning, those within shall continue as if there is no 

danger§ 

Besides preaching, the pastor will be an example to the 

  

flock and the community in his lifes He will encourage 

Worthwhile projects in his parish; he will be a Christian 

gentleman to 811, in every walk of life. 

| The same thing happens constantly in the case of many a 
faithful parish minister » « e« who with quiet integrity 
seeks to relate his faith to his profession and sphere 

| of his personal relationships.?/ 

In recent years the Missouri Synod has gathered momen- 

tum in a Bible Advance movement, This is a distinct bless- 

ing of God. ‘There is a growing recognition on the part of 

pastors that preaching the Word is not enoughe The people 

must handle the Bible, study the Bible text, strive by 

themselves to come to an understanding of it, ever realizing 

that the Bible interprets itself. 

Bible study means work for the busy Christian pastore 

He is inclined to neglect calling his people together, or 

When they have been gathered, not to have spent sufficient 

time in preparation, 

We may raise the question, are we work tirelessly 
enough to create these deeply-committed Christians? 
Are we training our members to buckle on the full 
armor of God, £o commit their full lives to Christ?7© 
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The Christian pastor will quickly sense the urgency of 

Such Bible study meetings. For one thing, how can Chrise 

tian leymen recognize truth from error if the Bible has be- 

Come a closed Book? Isn't it true also in the Lutheran 

Church, the Bible church, that its members need to deepen 

their familiarity of the Seriptures? Concerning Protes- 

tants ina general, the need for Bible study 1s apparent. 

The present generation, by and large, follow nct the 
steps of their forefathers; lmow not the faith of 
their fathers, holy faiths; could not defend one single 
Christian doctrine if put on a television quiz show 
and given an open Bible for a prop. They would not 
even be able to find the particular book in the Bible, 
let alone the chapters and verses$ 

Because they know not the truth, they cannot detect 5 
error when it is handed to them beldly and brazenly.2? 

Dre Oswald Hoffman, writing in the Imthoran Witness, is 

surely thinking of the need for Bible study for Lutherans 

when he says, 

There are those who contend that the Christian Chureh, 
to moet the issues of our age, must forget its doc- 
trine or, at least, modify it to suit the demands of 
our time, Actually, what is needed is a firmer hold 
than ever before on the teaching of the prophets and 
apostles and more resolute proclamation of the grace 60 
of God in Christ, which alone can revolutionize lifes 

Another reason for Bible study is the fact that young 

Christians are being called into the armed forces, In the 

Korean War captured American young men were confronted with 
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the new weapon of brainwashinge Through repetition, con= 

tinued discussion along a certain point of view, and tor~ 

ture, men who were unsure of their political and religious 

beliefs wore easy victimse They soon "confessed" the error 

of their nation's ways and followed the Marxist. 

How could a chap with only a few years of education 
and little or no Sunday School, who had gone directly 
into the military as a raw recruit, who found himself 
in Korea a few months later and in a peOeW. camp a 
few months after thate-all before his twenty-first 
birthday--see through such sleight-of-hand, while 
people at home were daily falling for card sharks, 
quack doctors, and Communist fronts?°L 

From the above it is obvious that the Christian pastor 

must develop post«confirmation Bible classes. If it is 

normal for students to attend High School, then High School 

Bible classes are an absolute necessity and a blessing. 

Bible Study should also be started for this reason 

that the Word of God makes workers, not shirkers. Look 

at the Sunday School teachers{ In Zion of Glenbeulah which 

has a comparatively small Sunday School, four men are teacherSe 

Of these, one has served as president of the congregation 

for a number of years and now serves on the church council. 

"The Second is at present president of the congregation and 

another has recently been elected to serve on the church 

council. ‘he fourth is active in the voters and the Luther= 

an Laymen's Leaguee The women on the staff are active in 
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the Ladies' Aid and Lutheran Women's Missionary League. 

All of them have been a part of the local missionary group 

Which calls on prospects. This proves the Scriptures “ly 

Word . «© . shall not return wnto ma void." (Isaiah 55311) 

With the people armed with the Word of God, they will rise 

to confess their faith and be a bulwark against Communism. 

To encourage Lutheran people to make the effort toward 

more and Larger Bible classes one can cite the example of 

other American Protestant churches which have large adult 

Bible classes. Then, too, the experience of the Church of 

Scotland is an encouragemonte 

@ education of the t_ membership _o e ¢ Ss 
must be attempted with new a 7 new vigour. The 
success of the cell-technique makes it advisable to 
bring it again within the compass of the Church’s ac- 
tivities. There was a day in the Church of Scotland, 
not sc long ago, when this cell-technique 33s prac=- 
ticed in the form of study circles « o oe e 

The study of the Word should also include the memorizing of 

Bible passages. How long shall we have the Book in our 

hands? In times of persecution has not the memory of 

Christian truths been the inspiration of the afflicted? Dre 

Fred Schwarz askss “Are you regularly and systematically 

studying and memorizing God's Word, the Bible, as you 

Would study physics, chemistry, ate.?” Communists them= 
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Selves are spending time each week in the study of Marxist 

literature, to keep posted on the present propaganda line 

from Moscow. Their slogan iss "One night a week for 

Marxist study. nO If they can do it for godless Communism, 

Surely the Christian has an infinitely higher purpose to 

examine the words of his Gode 

Think how much more enriching, rewarding, and satisfy- 
ing are the original sources of Christian belief than 
Micheal of the bigoted minds of the Communist 

Anothor extremely powerful means to encourage sancti- 

fication among his flock is prayere Christian faith cannot 

Stop with the mind, with belief, but must express itself in 

prayer to God. The Christian not only believes that God is, 

but that He hears prayere He knows that God is all-over, 

omnipresent, and therefore also near him, in him, in his - 

daily life, guiding and blessing, protecting and providinge 

Christian pastors will teach their people to call upon the 

Friend of sinners, Jesus Christ, for their personal prob-= 

lems as well as for the expansion of the local church and 

the world program of the Synod. The pastor will often suge 

gest to his people to pray that the church will defend ite 

Self, that He who rules in the heavens will also reveal His 

rule over the nations of the world today, and especially 

SSD 
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thas the Triune God will inspire the individual Christian 

truly to live his faith at all times and in all places. 

Beyond all this, in the days ahead we are especially 
urged to pray for the Church of Jesus Christ « « o o 
Never was there a clearer call for prayer that God 
Would send a true revival. Never was there more 
keenly evident the Church's need for brokenness, for 
confession of flagging zeal and lovelessness,. ‘May God 
melt us, forgive us, then stand us on our feet apa let 
His spirit speak to and through us to the world. 

The Sacrament of the Altar brings the Christian for= 

Blveness of sins, Recognizing his past failings in living 

the Christien life, the Christian will need a new insight 

into the blessedness of Holy Communion. The pastor will 

point his flock to the grace of God, especially as it is 

received in this Sacrament. So intimate, so loving is our 

God that He not only died for all our sins, not only tells 

us that our sins are forgiven through absolution, but with 

the bread and wine of Communion gives His very body and 

blood for the forgiveness of sins. Where in all of Commu- 

nism's coldness and aloofness can one find any comparable 

fact? Oh, what strength lies in this God-given weapon! 

In the study program of the congregation the pastor j 

must also include some sort of anti-Communism programe 

The pastor is the God-appointed watchman on the walls of 
Zion, and it is his duty to sound the trumpet of warning 
when danger is near « « « e 
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Once the pastors have been aroused to the full reali- 
gation of this danger, they must channel dow to the 
rank and file of their people what they have learned. 
There are many ways by ¥pich such information could 
be disseminated . » e o 

Is there a need for such information on Communism? Every 

Christian pastor can be thankful that more information is 

on the market than ever before. But much of this needs to 

be digested by the pastor and discussed from a Christian 

point of view, making the needed applications to his own 
flock, Arthur Voobus laments about the need for more in- 

formation on Communism for American Christians, 

It is tragic that those who have no possibilities 
possess knowledge; gana those who have possibilities 
have not knowledge. 

Below is a pictorial formula demonstrating that Christian 

Congregations need information regarding Communism. 

P = People 
K = Knowledge 
M = Motivation 

P+ K =H «= Pessimisn 

P - K + H = Fanaticism 

P + K¢4H = Victory 

Action without knowledge 69 
breeds confusion and chaos. 

What J. Edgar Hoover reports of America generally, may also 

be true of Lutherans to some extent, 
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In our nation one of communism's most potent allies is 
toward and lack of oueses of communism. Very 

strangely, many citizens will be highly conversant 
about the disease of azaleas, the weathoring qualities 
of automobile paints, the latest ways to play a new 
Card game=-yet Imow nothing about communism, that 
deadly plague which threatens to extinguish our way of 
life. That is one 9 the anomalies-~and tragedies--of 
modern-day Americas 

If someone objects that the anti-Communism program of a 

Congregation appears loveless, let them remember the Prov~ 

erbs of the Old Testament and exaltation of wisdom. Or, 

hear this illustration, 

If a mother spends all her time kissing her child and 
fails to have it inoculated against polio, has she 
Shown love towards it? 

Love without knowledge is blind, and knowledge without 
love may ack dynamic power. We need a synthesis of 
love and tmowledgee Then truth shall prevail. 

For the pastor to secure information on Communism is rela- 

tively easy through the public library or bibliographies in 

an anti-Communist book. Occasionally he may secure a speaker 

on the subject. This can be a project also of the circuit, 

Zone Lutheran Layman 's League, Lutheran Women's Missionary 

Leagues or the Walther Leagues Credit should be given to 

the Lutheran Laymen's League of the Hissouri Synod for its 

past motio. pictures relating to the dangers of Communisms 

Question Seven, a film depicting the struggle of Communism. 
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against Christianity in the East Zone of Germany is now 

ready,’ 
What is needed in the Lutheran Chureche--Missouri Synod 

1s an organization with the specific purpose of anti-Com- 

munism§ Some may think that it is better for those who be- 

lieve so strongly on this subject to form a general group 

among all Protestants; however the following argument must 

be considered. 

4 commonly held view is that unity is the great need in 
this organized anti-Communism program but that- view 
is wrong. When groups submerge their differences , 
they frequently submerge their motivating forces and 
the organization so grmed is like an automobile with- 
out gaSoline « « o 6 

Whatever such a local program or a national anti-Com- 

munism organization might develop, the purpose will still be 

to inspire the individual Christian to think and to act. One 

g00d speaker appearing before a thousand people a night 

might only contact 365,000 people a year, but what of the 

other tens of millions? . 

If on the other handy I were to speak to one person a 
week and could convince, inform, and instruct that 
person, and if we each convinced, informed and in- 
structed another person the following week, and the 
four of us each enlisted another the following meals. 
by this process everyony. 0 the world could be reac 
in less than 12 months. 
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The Christian pastor with God's help will be a courageous 

Witness of the Gospel of Christ to his people. He will use 

the divinely~given tools for sanctification that his people 

may be Christians truly committed to the Lord's work, 

informed of the dangers and deceptions in Communism, and 

Working for the welfare of manicind. 

The only hope for the world, then is a revitalized 
virile, and functioning Christianity. What we need 
is not more destructive engines of war or greater 
atomic bombs, but genuine Christian men and women in 
every vallr of life who will function as a salt in 
their respective environments and counteract the 
corrosive influence of godless materialism that has 
engulfed our world and who will be a light to show 
the way out of the abysmal darypess ereated by the 
blindness of unregenerate mane 

Specific Action for Christians Today 

"Phey did what they could with what they had"7© 4s the 
description of the freedom efforts by the early American 

Colonists. God is ready to bless all the efforts of 

Christians against today*s chief manifestation of the beast 

of Revelation, the Communist Pertye 

The Christian pastor with his people will not only 

Work to maintain the local congregation, but will organize a 

Specific mission group for doing evangelistic worl in the 

area of the church. An important part of this witnessing 

Will be giving young people reasons why there is a God. 
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Hore should be done in the way of foreign mission work. 

Where the doors of a nation have not been closed by so-called 

"Nationalism"-.frequently a trumped-up charge by the Commu 

nist Partye-there all speed must be made te send more mission=- 

aries, 

Meanwhile, the Soviet Union alone is purported to have 
placed 106,000 communists in South America, Africa, and 
the Middle and Far East « o e « The moral and spiritue 
al forces of America, on the other hand, have less than 
a fourth as many missionaries working to influence the 
peoples of underdeveloped counfpies tovard the Chris- 
tian alternative to communisme 

At the present an immediate change in Synod's plans could be 

made regarding man-power and the use of funds. After all, 

the Communist Party isn't spending precious funds in erecting 

all types of structures. 

The apostle Paul guided and taught the Church. but ex- 
pected it £0 MAKE ITS OWN DECISIONS. He didn’t feed it, 
Clothe it, and build its buildings. Nor did he settle 
dom as its pastor. Ung 41 recently that is what 
missionaries. have, donee ; 

Another specific aid for bringing the Gospel to foreign 

lands is a greater backing of a free or low-cost literature 

Programe Praise should be given to Concordia Publishing 

House for its book stall in Kerala, India, in 1960.79 
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Such projects sre ways of informing people of what Christian 

literature is available. ‘The work of the Concordia Tract 

Society, St. Louis, must be developed as a more intinate 

part of the Synod's foreign mission programe Congregations 

must be made to see the need for sending Christian literatureo , 

In the United States television is common; around the 

World, due to meager economic means, the radio is most popu 

lar. The Lutheran Church--liissouri Synod can be thankful to 

God for The Lutheran Hour and the work of KFUO. The latter 

Sponsors "Portals of Prayer" in over 600 radio stations 

throughout the nation and the soniencs 

It is necessary to think of mission work among the na- 

tions in tho Communist orbit. There, the easiest and cheap= 

est way is to use radio. Following are two illustrations 

  

showing Lutheran Hour coverage and coverage of two European 

| 
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stations behind the Iron Curtaine 
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* Figure 3. World-wide Coverage of The Lutheran Hour™ 
Tract, "25 Million People," The Lutheran Hour (1960), pe. 3. 
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Figure 4. Map Showing How Two ,Buropean Stations 
Reach Behind the Iron Curtain. 

Lutheran Laymen's League, "How Large is the Lutheran 
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The purpose of reaching through the Iron and Bamboo Curtain 

4s to strengthen those who are in Christ and to win others 

for Christ. 

The conflict, in the lest analysis, is not between peo~ 
ple under Communist rule. It is between God and Satan, 

Curtains "Te is our business with Colts ford to bresle, 
through the curtain on both sides of the Iron Curtain? 

What can be done to give literature to those being in- 

fluenced by Communism and under their control remains to be 

developed. Also an attempt should be made to make some con= 

tact with the Christian Church that is underground. 

Someone might object. Why make this effort to reach 

those under Communist control? Just as it is not true that 

once in faith, always in faith; so once a Communist does not 

mean always a Communist. Dre Walter Ae Maier reported how a 

Russian Communist actor, upon strutting on stage to imperson- 

ate Christ read part of the Beatitudes, in mockery, when his 

conscience suddenly accused him and he cried out before a 

packed house, "Lord, remember me when Thou comest into Thy 

kingdomg"®? wittaker Chanbers reports that he believes he 

was touched by "the finger of God" upon watching his little 

girl, 
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My eye came to rest on the delicate convolutions of her 
ear--those intricate, perfect ears. The thoughts passed 
through my minds "No, those ears were not created 
by any chance coming fogether of atoms in nature (the 
Communist view). They could have been created only by 
immense design." The thought was involuntary and une 
Wanted » » e « If I had completed df I should have 
had to says Design presupposes God. 3 

There is a soul in the Communist whether he believes it -or 

not. It can be stifled, suppressed, but the hunger and need 

of the soul can be answered only by the precious Gospel. 

However, the Communist Party will attempt to make it as hard 

as possible for those who defect, instilling in its followers 
the fear of police, fear of being a "stool pigeon," fear for 

personal safety and reputation, fear of disgracing their 

families, fear of not being accepted by other citizens. 

if the Church of Christ is to be successful among its 

own people and toward those that are without, there must also 

be developed a program in each congregation called social 

Helfere, Hence, it is a forward step that Synod has urged 

gach congregation to organize a Board of Social Welfaree 

Only those who stay very close to Christ can help others 
who are far awaye Only those who prefer him to every- 
thing else, even to the call of the neady world, can be 
used by him for the need of the worlds 
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Christians must strive for a deeper social consciousness, 

Walch will be e more genuine, true, helpful "concern for the 

needs of mankind than de the Commnists."°6 arthur Voobus 
presents a powerful appeal for social welfare, 

We know that the responsibility which Christians have 
towards all people is not based upon sentimental or 
romantic grounds which can be overlooked if dist.:-binge 
The Church of Christ knows that it is God Himself who 
protects the right to live for the humblest human 
beings. loreover, these victims are members of the 
Church: we beliove to be one, namely, the body of Christ. 
Therefore, they are part of us all. That means that 
their wounds should be our wounds and their pain our 
pain. That knowledge makes the situation of the Church 
Gremendously serious. What follows is clears when 
there is injustice, persecution, and cruelty anywhere it 
is the coneern of fne Church of Christ. | 4n American 
congregation cannot be indifferent to the things which 
happen in Baltic countries, Poland, Hungary, Germany, 
Bulgaria, Rumania, A Church at peace cannot Logs upon 
Sutfering or injustice and do nothing about it. 

The work of the Wheatridge Foundation in its new world- 

wide program is also commendable. Missionaries of the | 

Church should be encouraged and supported to give greater 

medical and economic aid to those in their area, An expand- 

ed mission budget must include a growing amount for foreign 

Social welfare. As individuals, Christians will also seek 

out such avenues of mercy as the International Rescue Com- 

mittes, °° which aids escaping refugees, and the Project HOPE, 
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a "privately sponsored program to share this country's mod- 

ern medical knowledge and skills with the newly developing 

countries. "©? 

4 discussion on social welfare needs the reminder that 

it is still the Gospel which alone will change man and save 

his soul. 

fo feed the hungry and the poor is a Christian act. To 
assume that as a result of being fed, clothed, and 
housed they will automatically think the right thoughts 
and Feel ghe right emotions is Marxism, not Chris- 
tLlanity. 

God has given Christian citizens two spheres in which to 

exert their individual or combined influence, These spheres 

are education and government, What can Christian citizens 

do today for the sake of their country? 

We still have the possibility, here in America, of 
pullaing a civilization « « « where the importance of an 
enterprise is judged less by its financial profits than 
by the kind of commmnity it creates; where the meas- 
ure of a map is his own character, not his power or 
his wealth, 71 

in the field of education, due to separation of church 

and state, Christians will not be able to set forth Bible 

doctrine, but they can work so that high ideals and the 

gift of freedom are cherished. The work will not be easy. 

It has been said by Commmists that the average American is 
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"Intellectually lazy, intoxleated with entertainment, lin- 

ited in his horizon and inherently selfish."92 

Christians will strive to inspire others with love of 

country, the country which gave to its citizens freedom of 

Speech, of press, of assembly, and of worship. The idea of 

“one~world" may not have such an appeal that Christians 

lose sight of the freedoms won by the fathers of the country. 

Where is there another country which has taken into her 
family tens of millions of men and women from every cor= 

share in the greavest avantanoe, initia tigneal eeaade 
ard of living, in the greatest free institutions to 
develop themselves in freedom?93 

Christians can also point their fellowmen to God. They 

will teach their fellow Americans that faith in God is a 

greater determining factor for human action than “economic 

determinism." 

It is also important that Christians stress the need and 

respect for law based on Christian morality. The law of the 

Communist 1s changeable, depending upon the will and whim of 

the Party. To appreciate the laws of America, every Ameri- 

can must study the basic documents of American history and 

fepublican governments?’ The growing observance of "Law 

Seater inewinemsccacemeeseetney 
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Day 4s also a healthful. sign and Christians will back this 

Movement .9? 

Equality is a word loved by Americans, yet prejudice 

rules in a great number of places. Communists point to the 

American race problem as a proof of the lack of interest in 

minority groups. @he Vanguord, a Christian periodical, 

States, 

4uerica's continuing inability to resolve her interra- 

heavily in the internetionel eieidsges “> “ove more 
Americans need also a re-education in the value of pri- 

vate enterprise. There is a propensity on the part of some 

for a socialistic governments They must remember that the 

only difference between Socialism and Communism is one of 

method rather than results. 

Modern Communism, as developed in Russia, differs from 
Socialism more in the procedure of attaining the state 
of collective owmership and management than in the ob- 
Jective itself. Present-day Communism is more auegene 
tive of a method of action, namely, direct revolution by 
means of force, than it is of apy specific resulting 
form of economic organization. 

The average American apparently has little knowledge of eco- 

nomic theory. A poli taken in Indianapolis showed that on=- 

ly six out of one hundred people could give a correct 
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answer to the questions "Hal IS CAPITALISH?" 

Four teachers answered: "I don't know." Two citizens 
Said: "That is something like communisme" A store 
nee Said: "Capitalism is only for big business." 

Another teacher said, after long and profound cogita~ 
tion, "Money." A machine-shop foreman said: "It is a 
system in which big money men have control." A busi-e 
nessman said: "Capitalism is money that is, only the 
Wealthlest people run the business." A grocer said: 
"The evil behind the Large businesses that are trying 
to drive smaller businesses off the market." A worker 
Said: "Capitalism is big business and big money." A 
drugstore guner saide "I don’t believe in its; it's 
the money man control « « « « A grocery manager 
Said that it is "a gouging to see who can make the most 
moneye" » » » » All of them should have known the sim- 
ple facts of life, as Carroll Reynolds, director of the 
indianapolis Economie Education Department, knows and 
Says its Sree ceuernae a share of stock, of an insur- 
ance policy, ofa time deposit in a bank, makes anyone 
a capltalist,98 

And if sco cohdem both capitalism and communism as evils, 

how can they explain the following? 

4nd thousands of eywitnesses » « o remember o o« o Wien | 
the Russians who were prisoners of war in Germany, and | 
Russian civil workers deported from Russia by the Ger- 
mans, sought refuge before the American police and arny 
men In their churches and chapels, and kneeled day and 
night, holding their divine services continually, in- 
Sisting that they preferred to be killed rather han to 
be returned to their own home country under Communism. 
In the face of such facts the decision to name Commu 
nism and Capitalism together is more than an inerg ible 
Careless handling of the truth. It is deception.’7. 

Boris Pasternak testifies to the same when he has a charace 

ter named Kostoied say about the peasant,   
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When the revolution woke him up, he decided that his 
century-old drean was coming true--his dream of Living 
on his own land by the work of his hands, in complote 
independence and with no obligations to anyone. Ine 
Stead, he found he had only exchanged the oppression 
of the former state for tha news much harsher yoke of 
revolutionary superstates 

Sputnik did not prove the superiority of the Marxist econon- 

ic System, but rather that in one particular branch of scie 

ence one nation has forged aheade 

Should the Christian speak out against socialism as be- 

ing only slightly different from Communism, he will discover 

that he has touched a very sensitive spote That was Whit- 

taker Chambers® experiences 

The simple fact is that when I took up my little sling 
and aimed at Coummism, I also hit something else. 
“hat I hit wes the forees of that great socialist revo- 
lut ion .LO1 

Private enterprise is a prize Americans must reappraise in 

order to appreciate its values 

It is also obvious that Americans in general need in= 

formation on Communisme 

While an increasing number of individuals have come to 
know, by responsible study or direct experience, exact=- 
ly they regard Commmism as a gigantic threat to 
human well-being, fagse are still very far from being 
a majority o « « 02 
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Possibly study groups with one's fellow citizens in the com- 

munity or where one works could be arranged. This idea was 

tried by Walter Lange, a repatriated Protestant prisoner-of- 

War in the Opel works of Germanye!°3 Another idea is for 

Christians with their fellow Americans to attend a School 

on Anti-Communism, such as conducted by Dre Fred Schwarzl°* 

Books dealing with anti-Communism can be bought or secured 

from a library and shared with others. The government book- 

let "Lest We Forget,")°5presenting a pictorial sumary of 

Communism, should be examined by every American. It's gruc- 

some photographs will long be remembered! 

4s Americans are made alert to the ever-present and 

immediate Commmnist danger, they will with a critical eye 

judge the motion pictures and TeV. shows they see and the 

books, magazines and newspapers that they reade When they 

find subversive ideas, Christians will write to the respon=- 

‘Sible sources stating their objections. On the other hand, 

Where Christians see or read works written by loyal Ameri-« 

cans, they will also write encouraging letters. 

There is a specific need to inspire the youth of Ameri- 

ca with love of country, the need of God, respect for law, 
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racial equality, the maintenance of private enterprise, and 

anti-Coumunism, After all, the youth also is America! 

Throughout the school years there is nothing as excel- 

lent as 4 Christ-centered education, This can only be done 

by church-related schools, whether elementary, high school 

or college. 

The child should be taught to look -at the world through 
the eyes of Gode A spiritual philosophy should permeate 
all the secular subjects. Obviously» that can be done 
only in the Church School o o o o 

liuch can ba done in the public schools to direct youth 

to Gode Captain Eddie Rickenbacker says, 

I feel compelled to say there is something archaic 
about public school systems all over the nation, which 
fail to clarify to our young people the ever-present 
availability of God's creative power. For the most 
pars our education in the public schools proseeds as if 
there were no Gode God was an active partner in the 
making of this wonderful country. 

A return to the McGuffey's Readers would bring moral reading 

material to elementary school pupils rather than the amoral 

anecdotes. A Lutheran School in Detroit now uses the Me- 

Guffey's Readers, The pastor, the Reve CeAs MacKenzie says, 

One of the most important assets of HcGuffey's is that 
they teach the old virtuess honesty, perseverance, 
obedience, respect, thrift, cleanliness, and mani inegss 
They are also a treasury of American culture eee tO 
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Courses on economics, government and history in high 

Schools and colleges contain references to Communism. It 

is important that teachers who present these subjects be 

anti-Commumist, 

If it is presented without moral direction, it appears 
Simply as an alternative economic system with certain 
Superior virtues, This has frequently been done in the 
past and instead of opggsing Communism, it ends to 
recruit to Communisne 

Such teachers with a deep loyalty to American principles 

Would also be an aid to foreign students who are studying 

heres’2° when they return they will stand up for liberty. 
Likewise, American students upon going to Europe to study 

Would reveal that they are acquainted with the world's 

greatest menace» ttt 

Christians will also examine textbooks used in schools. 

Like the Westchester County Committee on Un-American Activi- 

tiest?® they may come across some surprising ways in which 

the children are being prepared for socialistic dictator= 

Ship. Paul Harvey, news analyst, recommends, 

After the youngster has heard a little star-spangled 
conversation around the house, it's time for the par=- 
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ents to attend PTA meetings and to take an active, in- 
tense, personal interest in what the school is teach- 
ing « e« « and what it is not teachings 

If you don't . « © others will. 

If you figure you can stay home and play cards on PTA 
night and "let George do it," you'd better expect the 
worst because George doesn '¢ always agree with youe 

The FBI has established that the Communists in the 
United States, under orders from MOsoeds are making a 

a concerted effort. to work through respectable forums 
including PTA groupse!t3 

It will be noticed by an observing Christian that sven such 

Subjects as art can be used by Communist sympathizers. 

Of course, the political doctrine of Communism is based 
upon the atheistic creed that there is no God. There- 
fore man has no dignity as having been made in His 
image, and so the individual is of no importance, but 
is to be regimented to serve the state « » « e 

An examination of the art work in schools today reveals | 

many figures such as the "UNESCO BROWN MAN" which represents 

"all of us, everyone on earth," given a "typical robot treat- 

ment," with "complete Lack of individuality or feature "115 

Christians will also be watchful of the National Educae | 

tion Association. No American organization is willingly | 

Spreading socialism or communism, but it is necessary to 

keep in mind that infiltration is real, not fictional. Back 
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in 1934 a committee reported at the annual NAE meeting, 

e o e the credit agencies, the basic industries and 
utilities cannot be centrally planned and operated 
under private ownership.116 

How well this agrees with William Z. Foster's words, 

Among the elementary measures the American Soviet gove 
ernment will adopt to further the cultural revolution 
are the followings the schools, colleges and universi- 
ties will be coordinated and grouped under the Nation=- 
al Department of Education and its state and local 
branches, The Studies will be revolutionized, being 
cleansed of religious, patriotic, and other features 
of the bourgeois ideologystl7 

Christian youth should also be advised that especially 

at secular universities they may be confronted with leftist | 

teachers. "Thirty per cent of all the top collaborators | 

with the Communist front movements have been college and 

university professors. "18 When appealing for Federal aid, 

Christian youth should be willing to take the loyalty oaths 

If they are asked to attend meetings on campus, they will 

realize that a few Communists can easily control a meeting. 

A Christian youth must think for himself and not be led by 

"personalities" nor hesitate to speak for fear of unpopu- 

larity. 

Government is the second sphere in which the Christian 

citizen can let his influence be felt. 

1W6posalie Me Gord Uagt's Qus Schools? 
(New Rochalley Ne Yet America s ers 956)5 De Ye 
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Therefore, if wo are to be realistic, we must train 
ourselves to take a far more active role in the affairs 
ef our government than heretoforee Reactionary Prote 
estantism must be replaced by a Protestantism thor- 
oughly re-activated by the Gode-inspired sense of its 
mora}, gesponsibility for a just and free nation under 
God. 

The Communists have blamed the Church for not speaking out 

against the sins and evils of society, yet in a right-about- 

face movement, they demand the Church to be silent when they 

are in control, or only give consent to their actions.~“° 

In this coumtry, the Christian Church ean and nust influence 

the government. : 

At every point, religion and politics interlace, and 
must do so more acutely as the conflict between the two 
great camps of men--those who reject and those who 
wership God=-«-becomes irrepressible. Those ggmps are 
not only outside, but also within nations.t2 

As a Christian Church body, the purpose of the Church 

in the field of government will neither usurp power, nor 

attempt to governe It is not suggested that the Church 

make special pronouncements upon every piece of legislation, 

but rather that the Church body through responsible leaders 

and literature set forth the principles which can guide the 

individual Christiane 
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Once Christians have the guidance and insight into 

problems confronting the Church and the nation, they will 

vote accordingly. They will go to precinct and caucus meet~ 

ings and be part of political actions and be willing to take 

office. In Kerala, India, where the populace had voted the 

Commmist Party in, and after disappointing experience voted 

them out, 1% was a Jacobite Christian who won the election 

and "will now head Kerala's capital and chief city" 

Christians need the reminder to contact in person or 

write to State and Federal legislators. So many things are 

happening so fast in the field of politics that letters 

should constantly be in transit between Christian citi- 

zens and their representatives. Christians will certainly 

encourage their representatives not to bribe the Communists, 

thinking this will appease theme 

' Plans were discussed to pay $50,000,000,000 to the So- 
viet Union for peace. These plans found much supporte 
The Secretary General of the United Nations, Trygve Lie, 
praised “the bold and creative spirit that animates 
this plan."123 

Neither does the Christian want his representatives to fol- 

low the advice of lr. Khrushchev in his telegram to Presi- 

dent Kennedy, _ 

We hope that while you are at this post the relations 
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between our countries will again follow the Line 
a1 oney Hpich they were developing in Franklin Roosevelt's 

in Roosevelt's time Communist infiltration into government 

Teached a record high and the concessions this man made to 

Stalin?25 should not, and mus§% not be repeated. 

If a Christian is led to believe that his representa 

tive or his government considers "peaceful co-existence" a 

Sincere peace move on the part of the Communist Party, he 

Should remind the authorities what the word "peace" means to 

a Marxist; it means anything that leads to world Communism. 

The "Spirit of Gamp David" can only lead to future "Paris 

pyrotechnics," Lenin said that capitalism "cannot co-exist 

with the Soviet republics conflict is inevitable."-26 the 

Christian is not satisfied merely to contain or hold the 

line with reference to Russiac 

o e & merely defensive or containing attitude means 
thet all you wish to achieve is to save your own skin 
os wus et 37 have no vision, no concern for the rest of 

While the Christian does not want war, is no “warmonger" 

he knows that there are things more horrible than ware To 
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the objection that Communism cannot be defeated by arnies, 

but only by ideas, the answer is that ideas must include 

acticn, 

I have seen how all Christian means, better ideas, all 
moral and religious forces, justice and good have 
Failed jefore divisions, tanks, bombs, and machine 
EUNns » 

4n important deterrent of Communism, humanly speaking, 

is the militery strength of the free vorlde 

in many places all the conditions exist save ones 
Thera is at present no chance of Commmists exercising 
that physical force high is a necessary feature of 
their selgure of powere <2 

Special military forces should also be organized, made 

Up of Commmist refugees of all nationalities, 

It follows that an active policy of liberation is the 
essence in any sound Western program for the coming 
YeaTse Only a believing, active, sustained snd bold 
looking-forward to a free Eastern Europe, a free 
Russia and a free China is worthy of tha gigantic. 
World struggle. A radical distinction must be made ba=- 
tween the great peopleg gf these countries and their 
Communist governnentse 

Information and inspiration must be put into the hands and 

_ ears of those now living in Communist countriese A more ju- 

dicious use of material now going over the Voice of America 

would help. Radio Free Europe can be usede Senator Alex 

Wiley suggests, 
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oe e » ba far more effective in getting across the 
"story of freedom" to dominated people of the world. 

Then he explains, 

e ec « assist in increasing the utilization of the ine 
genious mass media, which our freo enterprise system 
has developed, for spreading a foundation of free 
ideas upon whieh to build a better world--translated 
sare Language easily understood by people of other 
ands» | 

Christians will back their representatives in granting | 

military, economic and technical aid to underdeveloped | 

countries. Whether men Like Tito should receive our aid 

ean be seriously doubted. Gradually this thought must come 

to Christians that all official recognition of Communist nae | 

tions and all dealings in any way with them must come to a 

halt, 

Realism points to the conclusion that to have cultural 
relations with a regime which recognizes no culture is 
inadmissible; to conduct business relations with a re- 
gime, which has destroyed all private enterprise is imn- 
possible; to have religious relations with the victims 
of a gangster regime is a sing to carry on education- 
al relations with a system which denies children the 
moral teachings which alone can differentiate then 
from the beast, a system which enslaves children in or- 
der to de~humani se them for murder at home and abroad 
is unbelievable .132 sed 

As far as our internal governmental problems are con= 

cerned, the Christian will back the Connally Reservation 

which, 
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° « e permits the US to determine for itself whether 
disputes involving this nation are domestic matters, 

the International Gourt for saigeenvelsd 
Possibly a Federation of Free States would prove much 

more satisfactory and profitable than the present United 

Nations arrangement. The U. Ne is used by Red Russia and 

its satellites as a sounding board for Gommunism and a 

Source of espionage and subversion. 

It is necessary that internal defense against espio~ 

nage and underground activity continue under the FeBele 

Jo Edgar Hoover reminds each citizen, 

fhe FBI is as close to every person as the nearest tel- 
een ones -. Fee, ies freak page of any telephone book for 

Also vital for internal security is that both tha Senate and 

the House of Representatives continue their special commit- 

tees investigating subversive and un-American activities. 

"They did what they could with what they had." Chris- 

tians will do all in their power, under God, to defeat the 

Communist conspiracy, the Christian's deadliest enemy and 

America's most powerful foee 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

The Book of Revelation teaches that the power of the 

nations will be used against the Church of Jesus Christ. 

At this present time the powerful beast of Revelation thire 

teen has boen identified by this paper as the Communist Par- 

tye It has also been shown that because of the godless 

teachings, the evil influence on man, the ruthless attack on 

religion, and the plan to control the whole world, in- 

cluding America, the Communist Party is the most deadly 

enemy of the Christian Church todayo 

In any struggle it is necessary to know who the enemy 

is, and where he may strikee A future paper could show 

Specifically how Communism has infiltrated into our society. 

In a struggle one must understand how to defend oneself and 

retaliate. This particular paper has suggested some of the 

means of defense Christians can use in the church, in educa=- 

tion and in the field of government. Surely the ideas were 

not exhaustive; many more could be listed and developede 

Special thought should be given to increasing anti-Communism 

work in cireuits and Districts of Synod. The Church must be 

ready to go back into China, to increase its work among the 

Moslems, and to be ready for mission work in Russila--for God 

may be using Communism as a purgative to clear away that 

which hindered its reception. 
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At the same time Christians must continue to be peni-e 

tent and sorrowful over the past neglects and failings in 

  

| 
| mission worke 

} Lhe rise of Communism could very well be the judgment 
of God on the Christian Church and upon Christian peoe 
Ple who have failed to make clear their Christian cone 
cern for the grinding poverty of their fellowmen and 
have feiled to proclaim the Christian hope in its full 

| glorye 

‘| é fhe Christian will prayerfully ask the Savior for fore 

giveness and geal to speak and work in these last times. As 

the Lord answers this prayer, the Christian should remember 

1 that it will cost him time, energy, money and possibly his 

life. 

If the facts about communism advance are true, it is 
perfectly reasonable and intelligent to be prepared to 
pay any price and spend any guount of time and money 

| to try and avert the threat. 

For inspiration, the believer must recall the early Christians 

and what they did immediately after Pentecost. 

They didn’t know that 1t cost money, to carry on worlde 
wide missionss they didn't know that they might be put 
to death=--all they did know was Christ and that repente 
ance and remission of sins should be preached in His 
name and among all nationse And they told thoir gtorye 
They were fools for Christ. And the church grevwe 
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The believer has just cause to hope that the ascended 

Christ in His merey shall cause Communism to come to an endo 

However, the Savior saids "It is not for you to imow the 

times or the seasons, which the Father hath put in his om 

power." {Acts 1:7) In answer to the Christian's prayer 

regarding Communism, the Lord may compel the Church to go 

underground. But the Lord has given the promise that the 

Church cannot be destroyede 

Or, the Lord may end the world and therefore also the 

conflict between the godly and the godless. But one thing 

is certains Communism shall come to a most inglorious endo 

From the study of history it is also evident that, 

When a civilization tries to eliminate Christ and to 
create some other climate than that of freedom, it 
does not thereby liquidate the Christian Church, It 
Simply signs the death warrant of the civilization. 
The blood of martyrs, as Tertullian wrote, is the seed 
of the Church. Karl lapx' wnholy war of externina- 
tion will be fruitless. 

Another testifies, 

fo turn around Karl Marx's famous comment on capital-e 
ism, .commmism is digging its om grave. It_cannot 
survive because it is antieGod.and anti-mane 

While we trustfully walt to see what God will do, let us 

rise and join the ranks as Christian soldierss 
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As children of God we have. signed up as soldiers in the 
army of Jesus Christ, We are marked with the red mark 
of His blood, We have made our choice on His side. 
We must discover where the battle is. Let us learn 
who the enemy ise And then let us fight the good 
fight of faith with the weapons which.God has provided 
in His Word. Christ, the great Captain of our sale 
vation, will lead us to eternal victoryo 

The Christian then strives, knowing that whatever the oute 

come in this struggle against the Church's deadliest : 

enemy, the final victory is the Lord's. Marx gave his de- 

ceptive call to the workers of the world to unites; Chris- 

tlans hear the sincere appeal of their Lord and respond to 

the glory of God and the welfare of mankind. 

Christians everywhere and of all persuasions, therefore, 
arise$ Gird yourselves with the sword of the Spirit 
for the life-and-death SEragete with this sinister 
ruthless, anti-Christian and godless enemy of our tora 
Jesus Christ and His Churchs’ 
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